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Student organizations appeal budget proposals
Emilie Thiessen
STAFF	 WRITER

At last week’s Student
Government
Association
(SGA) meeting, the Senate
Finance Committee (SFC)
presented their yearly budget recommendations to the
senate.
The recommendations included budget proposals for
over 145 organizations on
campus ranging from larger
entities such as UTVS and

KVSC to smaller student run
organizations.
SFC Chair and student
Taimur Humayun said the
yearly budgeting process
generally begins in January
when the budget packets are
due.
“January 25th was the
initial date for them (the organizations) to submit a budget packet. After they submit
all the budget packets, we review them and come up with
an initial recommendation

APPEAL FAST FACTS:
- Of 145 organizations that applied for budgets, 50 have
appealed.
-Organizations still unhappy with their fiscal year 2011
allocations can schedule to speak to the SGA senate
Thursday.

… after we send those out,
then organizations have the
opportunity to appeal.”
The proposal showed
many budget reductions
for different organizations,

which Humayun said were
due to the poor economic
climate.
Humayun said the organizations with more cuts
would be likely to appeal.

“I would assume the
people that did get higher
cuts would not be happy, but
I am hoping they would understand that the reason we
did do that is because of the
overall economic situation,”
Humayun said. “We don’t
have that much money to
give out this year so we had
to be stricter, but of course
whenever you do not give
enough money to people
they will not be happy.”
“Overall, there were 145

organizations that applied for
budgets, and including the
sponsorship entities (larger
organizations) 50 organizations appealed,” said SFC
Internal Vice Chair Ahmed
Javed Warraich.
SFC members said all
three media organizations on
campus appealed including
UTVS, KVSC and the University Chronicle.

Appeals Page

LGBT’s OUTProud
Week gets started
with Closet Project
Emily Hawkins
STAFF	 WRITER

SAMANTHA BUSHEY/ VISUALS EDITOR

Increased security was present at Somali Night after a suspect allegedly posted threats aimed at the cultural event on campus. The suspect, a New Hope resident, was arrested on charges of terroristic threats.

Despite threat, Somali Night goes on
Molly Willms
STAFF	 WRITER

Despite threats of violence, SCSU’s third annual
Somali Night was a wellattended celebration of a
culture prevalent in the St.
Cloud community.
With dancing, food, videos, poetry and music, hundreds of guests from the university and the community
were exposed to the culture
of the East African country.
“I was going to come
anyway,” Geoffrey Tabakin,
faculty member at SCSU,
said. “But then I heard about
the report of a threat. It seems
very important that we show
solidarity by being here. I’ve
asked my students to come.”

The threat was allegedly
made by James Scott Miller,
a resident of New Hope,
Minn.
On Wednesday evening,
Miller reportedly posted terroristic threats to be carried
out at Somali Night.
New Hope police received a call reporting the
post and arrested Miller. He
is now being kept in Stearns
County Jail awaiting possible charges of terroristic
threats.
As a result of this threat,
SCSU Public Safety heightened security for the cultural
event.
“The individual [who
made the threats] is in custody,” Miles Heckendorf,
Public Safety Director for

SCSU, said. “So the immediate threat has been taken
care of. What we’re trying to
do tonight is simply provide
safety, security and support
for the event, as we do with
many of the extra events that
occur in the Atwood center.”
If the presenters knew
anything about this threat,
it was never made apparent.
Not a single speaker mentioned anything about Miller
or his actions.
“By all accounts the food
is great, and the entertainment looks terrific,” Tabakin
said. “And I know how much
work students have put into
making this happen and I
think this is what we need to
have. This is an invitation to
get together. I’m here to get

together.”
The evening began with a
chorus of children, accompanied by Somali singer Saado
Cali, singing the Somalian
National Anthem, “Soomaaliyeey toosoo” or “Wake Up,
Somalia”.
Following the national
anthem was a presentation
of the year’s events by the
Somali Student Association
Executive Board.
The Association’s advisor, Ahmed Shahzad then
spoke about the Somali population in the St. Cloud community and the work that the
association does.
After Shahzad’s speech,
several female Somali

Somali Night Page

Proposed cuts may eliminate programs
Samantha South
STAFF	 WRITER

SCSU President Earl H.
Potter III has chosen to cut
23 programs at SCSU for
budgetary and scholarly reasons as of this coming year.
In the past few weeks,
SCSU students and faculty
have been striving to keep
certain programs from elimination.
Yet, this last Monday,
Potter made his final decisions on which programs
to keep and which ones to
eliminate.
Still, questions haven’t
been answered to some as to
why certain programs are being cut.
“I was kind of confused,
like, can they do that?” Michelle Chabot expressed her
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“W

e can't get through the next three
years without changing some important
things about the university.”
Earl H. Potter III
PRESIDENT OF SCSU

concerns after hearing of
the possible program cuts in
some of the languages provided at SCSU a few weeks
before the decision was
made.
Being a Spanish major
with a possible French minor, Chabot was worried
about what possible changes
for the students and the professors might come from the

cuts
Planning for budgetary
cuts from funds provided by
the state, SCSU has taken
action to eliminate programs
that have a small number of
students majoring and minoring in it and a small number in graduates from it.
Yet, eliminating the programs will not mean courses
will nececessarily be elimi-

Amped up for coffee shop
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Last week’s celebration of OUTProud Week was kicked
off on Monday afternoon with an opening ceremony, “The
Closet Project: Taking Homophobia OUT of the Closet!” in
front of the Atwood Gallery.
The opening ceremony was sponsored by SCSU’s Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender (LGBT) Resource Center
and the Social Justice and Diversity Committee for Residential Life.
The Closet Project started last year because of the creator
of the event, Lwonda Scott.
The Project was made to educate the community about
the struggles of the LGBT community.
Troy Williams, from the Closet Project, said that the main
focus was the real life experiences.
“We want to enlighten the community about the comingout process,” Williams said.
Williams said the closet was painted black on the inside
to symbolize what life is like inside the closet. He said as
well as it being painted black, the inside was covered with
news articles and photos about negative occurrences that
have happened and are still happening to members of the
LGBT community.
The outside of the closet was painted white.
“The outside of the closet was a space for people to write
messages of hope and support
for the LGBT community,”
OUTProud Page
Williams said.

Flooding of Sauk River
minor compared to past
Staff Report

Area
residents
can
breathe a sigh of relief following recent concerns
about rising water levels on
the Sauk River.
There was minor flooding throughout several areas
of nearby Waite Park as the
Sauk River crested at nearly
7 feet on Thursday, nearly
a foot above flood stage but
less than the 8.19-foot crest
the river experienced last
year.
By Sunday morning, the
National Weather Service
reported water levels had

nated. It means that it will no
longer be available to obtain
a degree in that program.
“We’re trying to keep
tuition down, we’re trying
to live with what the state
is giving us and we want to
have lawful programs that
meet student needs,” Potter said, explaining the cuts
are necessary for future improvement at the university.
The Strategic Program
Appraisal, phase two, started
off with the administration
reviewing the programs by
splitting the top 50 percent
and bottom 50 percent based
on numbers of students graduating in them.
The bottom 50 percent
was then split into three
groups of analysis: recom-

Program cut Page
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Knights of Columbus Park in Waite Park experienced some flooding under playground equipment.

Concert choir begins tour

The coffee shop
in Atwood has
moved to a new
location which
has increased its
lounge to seat
more customers.

dropped to 6.36 feet.
Water levels are expected
to drop below flood stage by
Thursday.
It’s a welcome departure
from past years when several
local homes and businesses
along the Sauk River experienced severe flood damage.
According to Stearns
County officials, major
floods occurred throughout the area between March
and April of 1997 as well as
March through July of 2001.

SCSU concert
choir begins
their tour on
Tuesday and
will perform at
various schools.

Huskies fall in final five finale

Page 16

North Dakota
bested SCSU
5-3 in the
WCHA Final
Five championship game.

2
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Local

Dog disappearances reported

LITTLE FALLS- Morrison County Sheriff Michel Wetzel said residents
should watch their dogs when they are outside because he has been informed that dog thieves may be active in central and northern Minnesota.
Although there have not been any dog thefts yet in Morrison County, Wetzel received e-mails that dogs may have been taken east and north of the
county, especially smaller dog breeds.
Residents should report any suspicious activity to local law enforcement.
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Report
1
3
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Bill would regulate tattoos and piercings

4

ST. PAUL, Minn.-The bill to clean up the tattoo and body piercing industry in Minnesota got another hearing on Wednesday.
The bill, proposed by Democratic Rep. Julie Bunn from Lake Elmo would
require professionals to sterilize needles, artists to wear gloves and only use
approved metals for piercing jewelry.
The proposal would also require these businesses to get a license from
the Health Department. Tattoo and piercing artists also would not be able to
practice without a license unless they are medical professionals, and health

Nation

Girls bridge gender gap in math skills but ahead in reading
MILWAUKEE, Wisc.- A study shows girls have closed the gap with boys
and do as well on state math tests, but boys lag behind girls on state reading tests, sometimes by large margins, according to a national report released
Wednesday.
about the education of American males.
“In no state in the country are boys doing better than girls in reading at the
elementary, middle or high school level,” he said. “It is a clear and unmistakable trend.”

World

Grenade-shaped lighter evacuates 1,000 from Polish airport
WARSAW, Poland - A grenade-shaped cigarette lighter in a 13-year-old
boy’s checked luggage forced the evacuation of 1,000 people from an airport
A spokesman for the airport in Katowice said passengers and workers
were evacuated last Wednesday from the airport after a grenade shape was
detected in a suitcase on its way to Dortmund, Germany.
evacuation and in checking the object. The German boy bought the grenade
cated because objects that appear like weapons are banned from airplanes.
Flights to Dortmund, London, Liverpool and Oslo were delayed.

Weird news

Injured dog seeks treatment in emergency room

FARMINGTON, N.M.- A dog was slightly injured when he limped into
a hospital in a northwest New Mexico city. When the doors at the San
Juan Regional Medical Center’s emergency room opened Saturday night,
the dog walked in with blood on his nose and paw with a puncture in one
leg.
tal and thought the puncture wound was from another dog’s bite. She said
the German shepherd mix was intelligent and calm- and knew enough to
go to the right place. The dog was later taken to the animal shelter and
claimed by its owner.

This day in history
Interesting events from the past

1. (3/17/10) Marijuana Confiscation, Holes Hall
2. (3/18/10) Public Urination, Women’s Center
3. (3/19/10) Theft (Personal Property, Benton Hall
4. (3/20/10) Assault (Simple), Atwood Memorial Center
5. (3/21/10) Alcohol Confiscation, Hill-Case Hall

Who Knew?
China has more English speakers than the United States.
The electric chair was invented
by a dentist.
A Person shares His/her
birthday with at least Nine
million people in the world.
The longest word in the English
language is 1909 letters long
and it refers to a distinct part
of DNA.
Cats have over 100 vocal
sounds, dogs only
have about 10.
Our eyes are always the same
size from birth, but our nose
and ears never stop growing.
February 1865 is the only month
in recorded history not to
have a full moon.
Cat urine glows under a black
light.
Leonardo Da Vinci invented the
scissors.

-1841 Cornstarch patented by Orlando Jones

Nutmeg is extremely poisonous
if injected intravenously.
Only one person in two billion
will live to be 116 or older.

-1903 Niagera Falls runs out of water because of a drought
-1981 First class postage raised from 18 to 15 cents
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Atwood coffee shop expands
Jason Tham
STAFF	 WRITER

After nine weeks of construction work, the new coffee shop opened to the SCSU
community last Monday.
“The idea is that we actually have a place for students
to sit around and engage
with one another in conversation with a plate of dessert,
a cup of coffee or a sandwich; that’s what this place
is all about,” Margaret Vos,
director of Atwood Memorial Center, said.
The grand opening last
Monday invited anyone on
campus to visit the new coffee shop with a free tasting
of Caribou coffee and cookies from Sodexo.
This new coffee shop is
located at the East Lounge
directly above the Quarry, in
the Atwood Memorial Center.
“We can now seat 82
people in this place,” Vos
said.
The former Caribou coffee stall, which was located
by the TFC bank in Atwood,,
could only seat 16 people,
Vos said.
“It can be a meeting
place, there’re choices for
furniture: you can sit on the
comfy chairs, or sit by yourself on the stool to look out
of the building, or you can sit
by the fireplace,” Vos said.
“This place is nice because it is a lot more like an
actual Caribou store. It is not
just a coffee shop that you
walk in and have nowhere
to sit,” Kanssa Parker, SCSU
sophomore, said.
She said she believes the
students feel warm and welcomed in the coffee shop.
“There’s really nice atmosphere in here,” Parker
said.
“There’s a lot more room
to sit and talk; you don’t
have to rush,” SCSU sophomore Jade Branden said.
Students can now enjoy
bigger space in the coffee
shop that provides computer
terminals to house laptop
plug-ins.
“Now, Atwood has a dy-
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12 p.m. in Atwood’s
Glacier Room, SCSU’s
Counseling and
Psychological Services
gives information about
how to take care of
one’s mind, body and
spirit.
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At 7:00 p.m.in the
Atwood Theater, prizes
will be awarded to winby SCSU students.
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The Caribou coffee shop, which opened last Monday, has room to seat 82 people within its larger lounge.

namic coffee venue which
offers a desired place to enjoy some java, plug in a computer, and talk with friends,”
Bretta Edwards, student
representative of the Coffee
Shop Planning Committee,
said.
“It is Sodexo’s coffee
shop,” Vos said. “Though it
is not a full brewing Caribou
coffee shop, they serve and
brew Caribou coffee.”
Vos said the coffee shop
is funded by the Sodexo as
part of their contract to develop food service spaces.
“There will be more of
this kind of facelift when it
comes to food service,” Vos
said.
Vos said the coffee shop
is expected to be a full-brewing Caribou next fall.

The new coffee shop also
now has a more extended
menu.
They now offer grilled
sandwiches, yogurt and
doughnuts that were previously not served in the old
coffee stall.
Atwood Memorial Center is undergoing a pre-design phase, Vos said.
The coffee shop is one
phase of the renovation in
Atwood that will stretch for
many years.
“What you see here, you
are going to see more of,”
Vos said.
The coffee shop features
photographs from different
parts of the world from the
study abroad program.
“We
highlight
the
study abroad program in

this space,” Vos said. “We
want this place to feel more
‘worldly.’”
The main entrance to
the coffee shop is decorated
with a propeller and students
called it the airport lounge,
Vos said.
“We hope that by people
coming here they can meet
people from all over the
world without getting on an
airplane,” Vos said.
“There are three levels
of great places: your workplace, your home, and a
place where you socialize
and we hope this coffee shop
becomes a great place.”
The coffee shop is normally open Monday through
Thursday from 7 a.m. to 10
p.m., Friday from 7 a.m. to
3p.m., Saturday from 8a.m.

to 2p.m. and Sunday from 2
p.m. to 10 p.m.
Vos said the extension of
the lounge opening hours can
be beneficial for students.
“We expect to see increased business at Caribou
and later hours of operation
for customer’s convenience,”
Edwards said.
Vos also said the coffee
shop’s business hours are
still under consideration for
extension, depending on the
response from the students
in the week.
“I would stand on top of
Atwood and say, ‘support
this place; come here, use
this place,’” Vos said.

From 5-7 p.m. in the
theater lounge area, the
Francophone Club a variety of games to learn
French words.
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From 4 -6 p.m. in the
Atwood Theater,Shapira
will share his experience in the military and
how he began working
for human rights for the
Palestinians.
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Games, Swing Dance Clubs
to host Murder Mystery Ball
Emily Hawkins
STAFF	 WRITER

The Games Club is
gearing up for a Murder
Mystery Ball they are planning to host along with the
Swing Dance Club from 6
to 10 p.m. on April 5 in the
Atwood Ballroom.
The Mystery Ball is
expected to be like a liveaction version of the board
game Clue, with prizes
awarded to people who
guess the final answer correctly.
Food is also planned to
be served at the event.
Prior to the murder mystery, the Swing Dance Club
plans to be there teaching
people how to swing dance.
Courtney Hart, junior at
SCSU and president of the
Games Club, said they are
hosting the event to branch
out in the SCSU community
and to reach new members
for the Games Club.
The Games Club has
had a presence on campus
for over 30 years but has
been picking up momentum
recently.
The club caters to people
who play all sorts of different games, including board
games and internet gaming.
“The club is a social net-

work group for gamers of
all backgrounds,” Hart said.
The club meets every
Thursday. Meetings take
place from 5 to 7 p.m. in
Atwood between the Brickyard and Apocalypse rooms
and there is an open gaming
session for people to bring
games and play them from
7 p.m. to midnight in the
Apocalypse room.
“We have our meetings
on Thursdays to provide
an alternative to ‘Thirsty
Thursdays,’” Hart said.
Hart encourages people
who have never been to
a meeting or open gaming session to show up and
bring their favorite games.
“We want to provide an
environment where people
can meet other people with
the same interests and of
different
backgrounds,”
Hart said.
Hart said they are trying
to get enough chess players together to start tournaments and to send players
to other schools for chess
competitions.
Hart has been involved
in the Games Club before
she even attended SCSU.
“I came to an event my
senior year of high school
with a friend and I loved
it,” Hart said. “Part of the

Appeals
Continued from Page 1

KVSC is proposed to
have a 2.5 percent budget reduction, UTVS a 9.8 percent
reduction and the University
Chronicle a 46.6 percent reduction.
Humayun said the SFC
listened to all appeal cases
and based on the information
provided by the organiza-

tions, made their final proposal.
“The appeals process is
the final step before we finalize our numbers,” Warraich
said.
The SGA senate has to
pass the final budget proposal submitted by the SFC and
although it was presented to

reason I came to SCSU
was because of the Games
Club.”
Hart has been president
of the club for about a year,
and was vice-president the
year before.
Hart said the club has a
Facebook page as well as a
Web site.
There are about twenty
regular members who attend the meetings every
week, and more people
show up for the open gaming sessions.
Hart predicts they will
have more members after
the Murder Mystery Ball
and as the club gains more
popularity.
They are also in the
works of organizing a cultural gaming night where
they will invite all of the
cultural clubs on campus
to bring games from their
culture and share them with
everyone else. Hart predicts that the event will take
place next year, but she is
excited about it.
Admission for the Murder Mystery Ball is $3 for
general admission and $2
for students with an ID.

the body at last week’s meeting, many members of the
senate stated they did not feel
comfortable passing a budget proposal without hearing
any remaining appeals.
Humayun said organizations still disagreeing with
their fiscal year 2011 allocation can schedule to speak
directly to the senate at the
next SGA meeting on March
25.
“If an organization comes
and says ‘No, we still think
we should get more money.’ they go and appeal to
the senate,” Humayun said.

CHRIS DETLOFF/ CONTRIIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Anton’s Restaurant experienced some flooding in the parking lot Thursday.

Flooding
Continued from Page 1
Stearns County received
federal disaster assistance on
both occasions.
Thursday, the majority
of overflow could be seen
at Anton’s Restaurant — a
dining destination at 2001
Frontage Road — as well as
Knights of Columbus Park,
both located in Waite Park.
Although Anton’s re-

mained open for business
throughout the week, water
covered a substantial portion
of the parking lot and crept
within feet of the rear portion of the building.
At Knights of Columbus
Park, water flowed beneath
playground equipment and
park benches while covering
portions of a sidewalk along

“Then if the senate deems it
appropriate and changes our
recommendation, they send
it back to us … we can then
either approve it or deny it.”
“I would assume that
since there are a lot of budget cuts that there will be
some problems with [the
proposal] … it all depends
on what goes on during the
next [SGA] meeting,” Warraich said.
If the SFC approves any
changes or recommendations by the senate, the proposal will continue to SCSU
President Earl H. Potter III

as normal. However Warraich said if the senate makes
recommendations that are
not approved by the SFC, the
SGA Senate and SFC would
be submitting two different
budget proposals to Potter.
“If they do make the
changes, the entire process
would be pushed back three
weeks, at least, and that
would push us over the April
1st deadline,” Humayun
said.
Both Humayun and Warraich said creating the proposal has been a long and
difficult process especially

54th Ave. North.
Regionally, St. Cloud
experienced minimal flood
impacts compared to nearby
cities.
In Little Falls, rising waters and an ice jam forced the
closing of the U.S. Highway
10 bridge spanning the Mississippi River, according to
the Minnesota Department
of Transportation.
A road closure due to
flooding also remains in effect between state Highway
55 in Eden Valley and state
Highway 23, according to
MnDot.

due to the heavy budget constraints this year. However
they both agreed the processing of budget information is
important for the University
and should not be rushed.
“It is inevitably a very
time consuming process
because 145 organizations
need our consideration so
you cannot hurry that process up regardless of what
you feel needs to be done,”
Warraich said.
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Animent hosts Meatout in effort to inform
Mike Runyon
STAFF	 WRITER

Animent, a group of
SCSU students who represent animal rights presented
Meatout, the world’s largest
and oldest annual diet education campaign.
Meatout is a campaign
that begins in March, sponsored by groups in 50 US
states and 24 countries.
Meatout’s goal is, according to their Web site, to
expose the public to the joys
and benefits of a plant-based
diet.
Meatout was founded in
1985.
“The obvious answer to
the question of eating meat
is if it’s ok to eat meat,” Ken
Nomura, vice president of

Animent, said. “It’s OK to
eat meat. The moral question is if it’s OK to have factory farms that treat animals
inhumanely.”
In the year 2008, Americans consumed 27.3 billion
pounds of beef alone.
According to the USDA,
Americans consumed 138.2
pounds of total meat per capita in the year 2000 while the
total fruit and vegetable consumption was 707.7 pounds.
According to Nomura,
one of the goals of the event
was to educate people on
the environmental effects of
meat.
“If every American goes
meatless for Monday, we can
save enough gasoline for the
entire residence of Houston
to go fly the moon,” he said.

“T

he moral question is if it's OK to
have factory farms that treat animals inhumanely.”
Ken Nomura
VICE PRESIDENT OF ANIMENT

“If every American cuts consumption of meat by one
serving per week, the gas
saved would be the equivalant of taking 5 million cars
off the road.”
Animent has been in existence for 3 years, and has
participated in Meatout all
three years.
Animent’s name is de-

rived from the words “animal” and “environment.”
Danielle Smith, the president of Animent, said this
is the first year Animent had
given out samples.
She said that the group
wanted to host a vegan grill,
but the only grill available
had been used for meat.
Also, due to Atwood’s

contract with Sodexho, Animent wasn’t able to cook
food.
“Some people think we
are trying to convert them
to vegetarianism.
That’s
not what we’re trying to do.
We’re trying to get people to
reduce consumption,” Smith
said.
“Most of the meat Americans consumes comes from
four major distributors. We
think that you should support local farms over factory
farming due to factory farming’s inhumane treatment of
animals,” Nomura said.
Animent hosted Meatout
with a kiosk in Atwood.
The kiosk provided information on emission costs
of meat and factory farming
techniques as well as provid-

Metro
Bus
plans
delayed
by cuts

OUTProud
Continued from Page 1

Williams said after the
closing of OUTProud week
the closet is put into storage and all of the messages
written on the outside of the
closet are archived. Then the
closet will be painted again
to be used for the event next
year.
Williams said they will
print out pictures taken of
the closet and post them on
bulletin boards in the LGBT
Resource Center so the messages of hope can be seen
year-round.
During OUTProud week
the Pride flag was raised in
honor at the Atwood flag
pole, artwork by Jeff Steven-

son was featured in Atwood
Gallery, and a LGBT film series was featured sponsored
by UPB.
Various speakers and
films were also featured all
week on campus.
OUTProud Week is an
annual celebration of the
LGBT campus community
sponsored by Outloud!,
GLBT Alliance, LGBT Resource Center, Residential
Life Social Justice and Diversity Committee, RHA,
Career Services, UPB and
the Women’s Center.

Casey Cromwell
STAFF	 WRITER

EMMARSON XH HU/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU President Earl H. Potter III speaks in from of the “Closet Project” last
Monday. It marked the start of OUTProud Week for LGBT.

Former Isreali pilot to speak at SCSU
Molly Willms
STAFF	 WRITER

Noted refusenik Yonatan
Shapira is planned to speak
at SCSU students this week.
The term “refusenik” today refers to “Israeli conscientious objectors”-- that is,
Israeli citizens who refuse
to perform their compulsory
military service.
Shapira, co-founder of
the cross-military group
“Combatants for Peace,”
is one of a group of Israeli
pilots who refused to bomb
Palestinian civilian areas in
2003.
Since then, he has organized awareness events and
spoken across the world to
raise awareness about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and
Israeli’s role in said conflict.
“Because of my work on
the issue of the occupation
of Palestine, I was already
familiar with Israeli Refuse-

niks,” said Amber Michel,
President of SCSU’s Students for a Free Palestine.
“A student organization at
the University of Minnesota
contacted me and asked if
we’d like to host Yonatan
the day after he speaks at the
‘U’. We were thrilled about
the opportunity.”
Shapira was one of 27 pilots who signed the infamous
‘Pilot’s Letter” in 2003, according to www.washingtonreport.org.
After 11 years, Shapira
decided he would no longer
fly over occupied Palestine.
“It was a war crime,” Shapira said of a 2002 bombing
in Gaza that killed 14 people, including nine children.
“You cannot fight terrorists
with terrorist means.”
After signing the letter,
Shapira and his fellow pilots
were dismissed from the Israeli Air Force.
Since that time, Shapira

“Y

ou cannot fight terrorists with terrorist means.”
Yonatan Shapira
FORMER ISREALI PILOT WHO REFUSED ORDERS

has traveled around the globe
to speak out against what he
calls Israeli war crimes and
to spread his message of personal power.
According to an Israeli
television program, polls
showed that “most viewers
[did] not agree with [him]”.
His response: “Most of the
world does agree with us.”
In 2004, he addressed his
former comrades in the Israeli military.
“Think about what you
are going to tell your children

in another 20 years, not what
people will say about you today,” Shapira said. “Don’t be
in self-denial to the human
being that you are, and to
the ongoing process of your
heart closing down. Use the
huge power of a single small
word: No.”
The event, hosted by Students for a Free Palestine,
hopes to bring the club’s
mission to SCSU students:
“to bring the oppressive
apartheid policies of Israel
in the Occupied Palestinian

Somali Night Program cut
Continued from Page 1
students took the stage
and performed Buuraanbur,
a traditional Somali wedding
dance for the bride.
Following the dance, Cali
performed one of the four
songs she sung for the event.
Before dinner, the audience recognized Somali students who are set to graduate
in May and heard a melodic
poetry piece about Somali
mothers.
While attendees and presenters ate traditional Somali food for dinner, Cali
performed once again. After
Cali’s performance, a group
of Somali students performed
another traditional dance on
stage.
During another melodic
poetry piece, a fight broke
out near the side doors of the
Atwood Ballroom.
Public Safety officials and
presenters alike struggled to
break up the fight, and eventually Cali took the stage in
order to calm the crowd.
The Public Safety Office
failed to comment on the specifics of the fight to press at

Continued from Page 1
the time, but the celebration
continued and the poets finished their piece.
The presenters finished
the event with a fashion show
of traditional Somali and Islamic clothing.
“I think the night means a
lot to me because of the ability to showcase our culture,
religion, history.” said Abdi
Mohamed, former president
and current member of the
Somali Student Association.
“So it’s a good night to be
able to do that.”
Before the event, officers of the SSA said that they
“hope the students will benefit from this event and educate others about what they
have learned.”
The final event of the
night, provided at crowd
urging, was a video presentation of Somali recording
artist K’naan’s song, “Wavin’
Flag,” accompanied by Somali students waving the Somali flag on the stage and in
the crowd.

ing free samples of soy jerky,
a vegetarian equivalent of
beef jerky.
The kiosk handed out information from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. and hosted a free screening of the movie “Fowlplay”
at 2 p.m.
SCSU was one of four
locations in Minnesota participating in Meatout.
Others included Minneapolis, Rochester and Moorhead.
Smith said many of the
people who stopped by were
appalled at the practices of
factory farming.
“I don’t think the people
we talk to will adapt a new
lifestyle, but they will be
more aware of the cost of
meat,” Smith said.

mendation for continuation, recommendation for
reorganization and consolidation and recommendation
for reduction or elimination.
From there, professors
and administrators chose
what they believe should
go into specific categories,
which then went to the Dean.
With the Dean’s notes, that
rubric was then passed to the
Provost and then final notes
went to Potter.
With worries amongst
professors and students, sessions were then hosted for
opinions and arguments to
fight against the possible
eliminations.
“I think that a lot of
people, who expressed their
concerns, will see that their
concerns were heard,” Potter
said, a few days away from
making his final decisions.
Confusion has spread
amongst the campus, though.
Worries of how the cuts will
change the total look of
SCSU have been discussed

throughout the people involved in the programs up
for elimination.
“We can understand budget problems and enrollment
necessities of the system,”
Mike Hasbrock, chair of the
language department, said.
“We just hope they give
us a chance to try to come up
with a plan to do rather than
go from over a hundred years
of doing that and then go to
one little look of the thing to
you’re done.”
Concerns of layoffs of
professors came along with
the elimination of programs.
“I can imagine if the
professors are confused, the
student must be really confused,” said Bill Langen,
questioning the actions being taken after 41 years at
SCSU.
As of March 15, the final
cuts include Accounting Minor, Aviation Maintenance,
Management BAS, Biology
Teaching MS, Chemistry BA
BES, Community Education

Territories to the forefront
of action and discussion on
campus,” according to Michel. “Israel is the single
largest recipient of US foreign and military aid.
We should all be aware of
how American money supports the slow and painful
extermination of the people
of Palestine.”
In the past, Shapira has
called on the American Jewish community to speak out
against the Israeli government’s actions.
“As a Jew, as a lover of
Israel, you must stand up
and criticize the government
of Israel,” Shapira said. “No
one can call you an antiSemite.”
Shapira is scheduled to
speak at 4 p.m. on Friday in
the Atwood theatre.

Master, Correction Minor,
Dance Minor, Early Childhood Education Master, Foreign Languages Minor, Geology Major, Health Education
BES Major/Minor, Humanities Major/Minor, Information Media Major/Minor,
Outdoor Education Minor,
Physical Education Master,
Physical/Health, Disabilities
GC, Private Security Minor,
Russian Minor, Social Science Education MS, Social
Science Major/Minor, Soviet
and Eurasian Studies Minor
and Therapeutic Recreation
Minor.
These programs will no
longer be available to apply
for a degree in the future due
to an insufficient demand
of students, but courses will
still be provided for existing
students toward graduation.
“The faculty Senate said
that we should stop everything until we have more
time, and I’m not going to do
that. We have urgent budget
challenges to address,” Potter said.
“We can’t get through
the next three years without
changing some important
things about the university.”

The Metro Bus Commission’s route restructuring
program, known as Moving
Forward, has been delayed
due to budget concerns.
The Moving Forward
Initiative was poised to expand Metro Bus service to
larger areas of St. Cloud,
improve weekend access to
Sartell and trim more complex routes to provide more
single-route rides.
Along with access improvements, the initiative
promised to improve time
performance, make public
transportation less convoluted and improve access to
SCSU from Minneapolis.
Late night access and
HuskyRide routes would
have remained independent
of the planned changes.
These changes would
have came in two phases: a
$670,000 Transition Phase,
adding 10,295 annual operating hours and Phase I, a
$714,000 expansion set to
raise annual operating hours
to 11,900.
“These were pretty substantial changes we had on
the horizon, most routes
were going to be changed in
some way,” said Executive
Director and 30 year veteran
of Metro Bus, David Tripp.
The Metro Bus Commission planned to finance the
changes with a blend of city
funds (a raise in city property taxes in 2010 and 2011)
and State funds, which have
now disappeared.
“In September, we were
more than confident we
would secure state funds
for Moving Forward, but
the anticipated funding fell
through,” Tripp said. “There
are some ominous, dark
cloud concerning our funding scenario.”
According to Minnesota
Public Radio, Minnesota is
currently grappling with a
$4.6 billion budget shortfall,
with Metro Bus just one casualty in a host of expected
cuts.
Tripp hopes to make his
case again in 2012 at the
State lawmakers’ next biennium.
“2012 to 2013 is our next
chance to really make this
happen,” Tripp said.
Although changes to
the system remain delayed,
Metro Bus does plan some
limited expansion in the immediate future.
Metro Bus plans to extend service to Sartell’s
planned expansion at its Epic
Center along Highway 15,
which includes a relocated
Sam’s Club and new Super
Walmart, as well as medical
facilities.
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Apology to ESPN’s
Erin Andrews
In July I
That beTyler
wrote an opining said I still
Ohmann
ion piece about
should
not
Erin Andrews.
have published
At the time
the piece. I
I knew very
understand
little
about
now what I
the situation
did was wrong
of her being
and may likely
video taped
cost me a job,
in the privacy
possibly even
of her own
my entire caSports Editor
hotel room—
reer.
nobody knew
However,
much.
I am not writing this to try
I then proceeded to at- and regain my credibility or
tempt to make light of her try and unmake the things
situation and assert that she that may have happened to
had perpetrated the act her- me because I wrote the ediself to gain fame.
torial.
This was not only wrong,
I am writing this to apolbut was insensitive and did ogize to Erin Andrews and
not belong in this paper.
anyone else I may have ofI am deeply sorry to fended. I do not think I could
her for what she had to go live with myself if I did not.
through and for what I wrote
Also I would like to ask
about it. I was therefore glad for forgiveness from Ms.
to see that she can now be at Andrews and anybody else I
peace (albeit temporarily) as may have offended by pubthe man who stalked her has lishing that piece.
been put away in jail for two
I may not deserve forand a half years.
giveness, but I am truly sorI am not going to try and ry for adding any salt to her
justify what I wrote, because wounds.
I should have never written
I wish her good luck on
it; but I will, however, de- “Dancing with the Stars” and
fend my right to say what I in her work with ESPN. I am
said.
very proud to be working in
I had the right to say the same realm of sports as
it just as much as anyone her, as she is very talented.
who wrote some of the
Again, I am deeply sorry
nasty things about me in re- and hope that she can move
sponse had their right to free on with her life without bespeech.
ing in fear.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Letters to the
Chronicle
People have
right to a free
press

In an opinion published
in the February 22 edition
of the University Chronicle,
Kyle Stevens argues that The
New York Times charging
readers to see their online articles is “good news.”
The reason, he says, is
that when the NYT allowed
the public to read articles online without charge, it made
smaller newspapers less able
to compete. He claims that
when the NYT begins the
”fee-to-see” model, perhaps
“the news industry can be
saved.”
I disagree that this will
save the news industry, and
I argue that such an action
would be bad for society.
The reason is that knowledge is what economists call
a “public good” in the technical literature. For example,
when I gain knowledge, your
knowledge is not is any way
reduced.
Thus, sharing knowledge
as widely as possible is the
optimal choice. On the other
hand, when knowledge is
not disseminated as widely
as possible, the outcome will
be inefficient.
When the NYT begins to
charge the public to access
to important information,
news, opinions, and discussions, the society as a whole
is worse off, which Stevens
readily admits.
This is not just any regular type of information
though. The media serve an
important role in democracy
in that they inform the citizenry, which is essential for
civic society.
A free and vibrant press
is a cornerstone of liberal democracy, just as the Founding Fathers recognized.
Consequently, we should not
impede the spread of this information.
It is true that the news
industry is in serious shambles, as it has been for decades. The solution is not to
raise fees. Two leading media scholars have proposed
an alternate solution, which
is public subsidies for independent journalism.
Nichols and McChesney
argue that such subsidies
have a tradition that go back
to the founding of this na-

tion, with strong support
from key Framers such as
Madison, and is consistent
with nations that receive the
highest ratings for free press
by Freedom House.
The reason is that an informed population is essential for democracy. In this
way, we can assure the press
continues to be free, independent, and vibrant.
Benjamin Seghers
Fourth-year student
International
business and
economics

Longboarders
deserve respect
Your article on skateboarding really upset me.
I am indeed one of those
“longboarders” as we like to
be called, and frankly I am
saddend by your article.
Some skateboarderes are
indeed rude. I cannot deny
that and hate the people who
promote the stereotype your
paper portrayed as truth.
However, you cannot
honestly tell yourself that
every bicyclist, pedestrian,
or car driver is an exemplary
citizen.
Every form of locomotion has the small percentage
of people who seem to ruin it
for others.
Those people are in the
minority, and none of the respectful people (or skaters as
the case might be) like them.
I realize I may sound
whiny and that you probably
do not like skateboarders either, but please understand
how rude and insensitive
your article was.
For me and nearly all
other longboarders, the ride
on a board is not mearly a
vehicle to get from point A to
point B. Its about the joy; the
small rush we get everytime
we skate.
It sounds corny, hippierish, and weird, but it is honestly one of the best feelings
I’ve ever experienced. You
should try it once!
So please do not stereotype all longboarders as rude
and insensitive. Thats like
saying all people name Joe
are rude and insensitive. Just
because one skater/Joe was
mean/rude doesnt mean the
rest of them are.
Frankie Obregon
Longboarder
enthusiast
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Babies
have a
right to life
Jason Tham
COLUMNIST	 

Quote of the Day:

“H

appiness is only real when shared.”

Christopher McCandless
Adventurer/ subject for the book “Into the Wild”

MTV defeats the purpose of name by
not airing neither music nor videos

This week was the greatly
anticipated premier of Lady
Gaga’s music video for her
latest single “Telephone.” I
was surprised to see that of
all the channels out there, the
video would be premiering
on the E! Network.
I soon found out why:
MTV has banned the video
from airing on their network.
This news seems ironic,
since MTV rarely ever plays
music videos anymore.
MTV has changed greatly
just in the last 10 years since
I used to watch it. I remember TRL and other countdowns being a big deal; the
majority of the shows were
focused around music or
musicians.
There were also a few
other entertainment shows
thrown in. Now it seems like
the other way around.
Next year will mark
the 30-year anniversary of
MTV.
It is amazing to see how
much this one network has
defined what we consider
entertainment and a part of
pop culture and how it has
changed and evolved over
the years.
MTV has always been
controversial, both in music
and other forms of entertainment.
Some of the biggest moments in music history were
broadcast or happened on the
MTV network. Most artists

Kyra
Loch

Columnist

would not be where they are
today with out their iconic
performances or scandalous
moments on MTV.
Most of these moments
occur at the MTV Video Music Awards. Who could forget Madonna’s “Like a Virgin” performance in the ‘80s,
Britney Spears’s strip tease
to “Oops I Did It Again,” and
the infamous girl on girl kiss
that happened as both pop
stars shared the stage a few
years later?
Madonna and Britney
were not the only artists to
have their names paired with
controversy in MTV’s years.
Eminem, Kanye and other
artists were also happy to get
people talking.
Controversy on MTV
was not only limited to moments in music history.
MTV introduced audiences into a whole new brand
of entertainment with reality shows, stupidly obscene
humor and adult cartoons.
Who could forget how many

parents were outraged about
shows like “Jackass” or
“Beavis and Butthead?”
Back in the early ‘90s,
MTV introduced us to the
concept of “reality television.” I do not think anyone
expected to see how much
that has blossomed and affected our culture.
The concept that MTV
was constructed around music – has slowly disappeared. Replacing the music
videos is the ever-popular
scripted reality TV, with the
birth of “Laguna Beach,”
“The Hills” and “Jersey
Shore.” All of these shows
have also brought a little bit
of their own controversy.
It is true that one can
find music videos anywhere
in the current age, but they
should not be replaced with
mindless crap.
If we look back at this history and also at the amount of
music videos MTV currently
plays on air today, it seems
weird that Lady Gaga’s video would be banned. Even
if it were to air, it would be
shown during a time when
the majority of the world is
asleep.
MTV was about music
and pop culture; now it is
one over the other.
It is sad to see a channel
that had so much influence
on popular music go a different route.

Taking undocumented labor for granted
Jayme Campbell
COLUMNIST
During Spring Break, I traveled to Austin, Texas with my
father to take a look at graduate
school programs. What I didn’t
think I would be taking a look at
was not only my privilege, but
also something that stared me
in the face when I was enjoying
my time off.
Early one morning we got
up to get breakfast at Burger
King before our trip to the gulf.
When we were driving into
the parking lot, we nearly ran
over approximately thirty undocumented workers, presumably from Mexico.
They were surrounding
a white man’s truck who had
stopped, and all of them had
their arms raised and were saying, “I work! I work!” The white
man had obviously already selected the one man who was sitting in the bed of his pick up.
I asked my Dad what this
was all about since he used to
live in Texas and he nonchalantly said that those were undocumented workers and that
they usually stood at the same
places every morning looking
for work.
He said it will usually look
like they are waiting for a bus to
come, but they will not be by a
bus station (I noticed this later
on in the day and it held true).
He also said that men, like
the man in the truck, are usually
ones who are construction contractors or other men with labor
based employment companies
who are looking for a few ex-

tra hands for that one day only,
and can spare some cash only
expenses for some cheap, hardworking labor.
As I sat at this Burger King
eating my breakfast I felt a sense
of sadness fall over me.
I felt sad because I know
that based solely on my skin
color that I will never, ever have
to be put into that situation.
I will never have to stand
on a corner and try to convince
some rich Gringos that I can
work just as well as the other
men on his payroll.
I may have some disadvantages due to being a female, but
the sole fact that I am white essentially puts me into a category
that will never have to get up at
the crack of dawn to try and get
some work for a day to support
my family.
When we left the restaurant,
three of the eleven men left
waved to us.
These people are not evil
people. They are not “out to
get” our country.
They are not here to “steal”
our jobs. They have families.
They have people they need to
support too. And hey, we did
steal part of their country a century back. Just saying.
Also, the more I thought
about it, the more I realized
that as much as I hear people
complain about these “lazy undocumented workers,” I have
never seen such hard workers as
I have in the Latino community
in my entire life.
Growing up I worked at a
McDonalds in my hometown
where there were three docu-

mented Mexican workers, and
yes, they didn’t speak much
English, but they worked harder
than anyone I have ever seen.
And I know that us privileged white kids would not be
out there freezing in the Minnesota cold on a corner somewhere waiting to beg for some
work. No way.
We have way too much
pride; at least I know I probably
would.
So these “undocumented
workers” that everyone complains about are doing the jobs
we won’t do and are working a
lot harder to find these random
jobs than we are and for a lot
less.
And yes, these people are
undocumented workers. But
they are still doing the jobs we
won’t. And yes, they are doing it for less, but we wouldn’t
be doing it unless we got paid
more than minimum wage to do
them.
For instance, I would not be
scrubbing toilets somewhere for
$2.00 an hour. Not going to happen. And that is because of my
upbringing in a white focused
society and that is the way that
my society has instilled a sense
of pride over those types of
jobs. I also don’t like germs, so
that really won’t work.
So the next time either you
complain or you hear someone
complain, ask the person when
was the last time they stood on
a corner at 6 a.m. in the freezing
cold praying for work.
I doubt they will have an
answer.
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This is still a nationalwide issue: Abortion, the prochoice or pro-life debate.
If you did observe, you
should have noticed my
bright-red wrist band that I
wear on my right arm.
Oh yes, I stand for prolife. Wait, before you decide
to flip to the next page, thinking that I am “just another anti-abortion-ist,” read on and
see if you have any comments
on this issue.
I was seriously stunnned
by the statement written on
Planned Parenthood’s Web
site that says, “If you are pregnant, you have three options
to think about – abortion,
adoption, and parenting.” Oh
my goodness. Parenting came
last on the list.
With such advancement
of birth control methods in
the world today, there are
still many who underwent unplanned pregnancy.
Why so? Are people just
so stubborn to think that they
should “enjoy first, suffer
later?”
You boys, be a man, do
the right thing. If you really
not want a child, use proper
birth control.
Of course, be reminded
that not all birth control methods are 100 percent safe. So,
even if you are using two
condoms, be well-prepared
that you might still be a dad.
So, think twice-, three times,
before you get your pants
down.
Ladies, know your rights
to speak up. Let your partner
know what your plans are. If
you really don’t want to get
pregnant, do the proper ‘precautions,’ either you or your
partner. Like mentioned, there
isn’t a 100 percent for it.
Right now, I totally believe the saying “Planned
Parenthood should be called
Unplanned Parenthood.”
If parenthood is planned,
why does abortion have to
come into the picture? I don’t
get it. If you really map your
parenthood, you should be on
your way preparing to be a
dad or a mom. This must include expecting the worst circumstances to come up during the period of pregnancy,
i.e. financial matters.
I don’t speak for all people of my culture and religion. However, I believe that
those who are able to get
pregnant should be grateful
for that. There are zillions
out in the world who wants
to get pregnant but will never
have the chance; and those of
you who had the blessings to
carry a life are debating over
the right to choice?
Abortion is legal and
does no harm because the
fetus couldn’t feel the pain?
That doesn’t make any sense.
Does it mean I will not be
found guilty for any charges
if I overdose somebody or inserting carbon monoxide into
your truck when you’re inside
it? None of the two causes
any pain, too.
Mother Teresa once said
there are two victims in every
abortion: a dead baby, and a
dead conscience.
I know there will be some,
in fact many, who will stand
against my point of view. I
want to make it clear that I am
speaking about the silliness
of humankind in a typical circumstance. I understand there
are many rape cases that had
caused pregnancy and the victims may consider abortion.
Nevertheless, there are
ways besides taking someone’s life away. The babies
are innocent. Let the culprits
be punished, not the babies.
Remember, adoption is one
way out. There are many
voluntary organizations out
there that are ready to lend a
helping hand to assist victims
dealing with these problems.
Abortion only adds up to your
wretchedness.
In short, the debate for
rights shouldn’t go on any
further. It is inside us that
there is an innate conscience
about the preciosity of life.
“I’ve noticed that everyone who is for abortion is already born,” Ronald Reagan,
40th President of the United
States, said. Very well said,
Mr. President!
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Capitalism fails the
democratic process
Emily Hawkins
COLUMNIST

The United States was
founded on the ideals of capitalism and a “free-market”
economy and people have
been concerned that the government is having too much
control on our lives and the
economy lately.
However, a truly capitalist
society in the United States
won’t work. Here’s why.
In a capitalist society,
someone has to win and
someone has to lose. This
means that there will always
be poverty.
There will always be people who are unable to make
enough to feed their families
and afford healthcare.
And, at the other side
of the spectrum, there will
always be those who are
wealthy beyond all imagination because they take advantage of and exploit hardworking people.
In a capitalist society,
everyone is worried about
“me and mine” and no one is
worried about the good of all
citizens.
This is one of the reasons
healthcare is still an issue in
the United States.
People are worried about
shelling out an extra couple
dollars a month because they
don’t want their hard-earned
money going towards healthcare for an illegal immigrant
or a pregnant teenage girl
who wants an abortion because she made a mistake.
In the United States, we
have a severe not-caringabout-one-another issue.
There are no price controls. When Milton Friedman
took his policies of a truly
capitalist society to Chile in
the 1970s, there were no more
price controls and people had
to spend 74 percent of their
earnings on bread, and nothing else.
Things like milk and butter were considered luxuries.
This caused Chile to go
into turmoil.
Thousands of people died
because of starvation and riots, the national unemployment rate skyrocketed to 30
percent and the national debt
exploded.

There are no social services. In a truly capitalist society, everything is privatized
and made for-profit.
This means that entities
like schools, hospitals and
the police department would
no longer be “for the people,
by the people,” but rather
would be “for the rich, by the
greedy.”
Basically, a persons’
worth would be based on how
much money and spending
power they have, rather than
by what they do and how ethical and moral they are.
People are outraged that
the government is becoming
“too big” and “too involved”
in issues such as health care
and business, but without
government regulation, this
is what could become of the
United States.
Yes, the government
doesn’t always make the best
decisions ($700 billion bailout) but if you really think
about it, decisions like that
are made because the government isn’t big enough.
Corporations in the United States have become so
huge that they have the power
to buy out our politicians.
Politicians we elect to
make decisions for us, for our
interests, are susceptible to
making decisions that hurt us
because executives have become larger than them.
This is why our televisions are flooded with ads
for politicians and for issues
around election time.
The unfortunate part
about that is there are people
who decide their vote based
on those ads.
So what happens when a
politician wants to represent
the working class person to
their best ability? They aren’t
funded.
They aren’t funded, which
means they aren’t heard. The
same goes for issues such as
healthcare.
I think as long as the government is answering to big
corporate executives instead
of the people who elected
them into office, no one will
be happy.
And in a truly capitalist society, it will only get
worse.
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Phone call should be important;
not a bunch of gossip that can
burn faces in the process
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Equal rights not special;
equal means the same
Megan Junkermeier
A&E	 EDITOR

Emily Peterson
NEWS	 EDITOR

If you call, you better
have something important to
say or a damn good question
to ask such as, “Emily, how
do you perform a tracheotomy again?” or “Is that person
hiding in the bushes here for
you or for me?”
See, the key to these situations is someone may die.
And if that is a slight possibility, then please, do call
me.
However, if you’re calling just to tell me how your
last 2-hour-long phone conversation left a burn on your
face, just hang up.
I hate talking on the
phone. It’s awkward and I
can’t do many other things at
the same time.
Whoever thought it
was genius to hear peoples’
voices without seeing them
should have been put away
for a very long time. It’s
creepy.
And unless I put someone
on speakerphone, whatever I
was just doing at the time of
the call has been destroyed.
I can’t cook or write or even
correct what other people
have written. I can’t read or
give the dog a bath.
I would put people on
speakerphone but it’s seems
whenever I do that, the conversation immediately turns
to that person’s sex life,
which may or may not be of
any interest to the people who
live with me and are likely to
be in the same room.
This is not to say phones
and even cell phones for that
matter aren’t useful.
I was really thankful I
had a cell phone when my
dad called to tell me my
mom was going in for emergency surgery a month ago.
I have been really thankful for phones when friends
of mine have needed a place
to stay in the middle of the
night or a ride to the hospital.
Obviously I understand
without my phone, some
pretty awful things could

have happened. And for that
reason, yeah, ok, I’ll pay the
$50 a month to be aware or,
at the very least, entertained.
For the record, if Abbie
Hoffman or Elliott Smith
have come back to life and
you just saw them at the mall
or you finally believe my
story of when I saw the guy
from Anthrax at the mall,
give me a jingle.
If people call me with decent questions or comments,
I will be a fair person, put my
waitress -- excuse me, server
-- voice on and ensure that
person and I have a pleasant
conversation.
However, if someone
calls “just to chat,” it’s very
likely I will politely end the
conversation and run around
my house screaming in a
frantic rage. Meanwhile that
person is continuing down
their list of friends who might
care. They have no idea what
sort of turmoil they have just
left me in.
Not only is calling me
with nothing important to
say a waste of time for both
of us, it’s emotionally damaging.
Maybe I should have
more time for the people
who decide to call me?
Absoluely not.
I have all the time in the
world for people who perfer
to meet up with me in person
and have a genuine conversation with me.
A phone should be used
to pass on important information or ask important
questions.
It shouldn’t be used as
mobile version of pen pals
who, ultimately, have nothing constructive to talk
about.
There are riots out there
and you want to call me to
talk to me about a sale you
went to or a speeding ticket
you got?
I have news for you.
I won’t be around to answer because I will be out
in that riot accompanied by
people who know better than
to call me unless the time of
said riot has been changed.

The phrase “equal rights
are not special rights” means,
they are equal.
This means that women
should have equal rights as
men.
But, according to many
feminists, apparently having equal rights means having special rights in that they
should actually be treated better than men.
I’m no mathematician, but
when one side of the equation
is less than the other, men to
women, respectively, that’s
not equal.
The “Vagina Monologues”
totally single women out and
give them the power to speak
about their reproductive organs.
But, there is no such thing
as the “Dick Dialogues.”
Men are not given the opportunity to speak about their
sex organ or talk in third person to see what it has to say.
But, I’m assuming, this is
beacuse women think it will
be simply about objectifying
women and their sexual appeal and nothing to do with
feelings.
They could be right, but
still. They’re assuming; men
get in trouble all the time for
assuming things about women.
This is called a double
standard.
Sure, women are in situations where men feel that
women should do things that
they shouldn’t have to do; but,
this seems to be more of a personal preference kind of scenario and not a gender issue.
If some feminists are so
frustrated about generalizations and assumptions from
men, why do they make the
assumption that every man is
the same? No person is the
same, no matter what sex organ they have.
Now, back to equality.
“Women” should never
have a “y” in it. Never.
“Man” refers to, not just
the gender, but also “human”
as in “homosapien.” Are women going to claim they are not
humans either?
Are these types of feminists claiming that women
are so much better than men
(keeping in mind that they
claim this is an equal right)

that they don’t even want to
be associated with the human
gender?
Maybe so.
Most people have said or
heard “move on” before, except for radical feminists. They
are stuck on trivial issues that
will get them nowhere, and
still they blindly fight for their
right to put down men.
Many are sustaining arguments about trivial points
that they claim to be “equal
rights” issues, but really, they
are things that, if men tried to
fight for, they’d be ridiculed.
It’s understandable if they
are fighting for timely, relevant
and important issues.
But some of the complaints
feminists make, like this simple spelling change actually
minimize the work that other
women have done.
Also, men are disinclined
to join this bandwagon of foolishness when all it’s about is a
“y,” and a series of monoglues
glorifying a vagina.
Voting? Important.
Spelling “women” with a
“y?” Not important.
The point is not just to personally attack feminists.
There are women out
there doing work to help other
women that have been abused,
attacked, and beaten down
over plenty of years.
But, complaining about
the other b.s. on the side just
annoys the population, making them not want to join the
important causes.
Unimportant problems that
feminists bring to the attention
of the population annoy them
to the point of no return.
People are not too insensitive, stupid or uninformed
to be involved. People would
help out if it was about something substantial.
On another note, if men
are interested in feminist issues, I don’t see the problem
in allowing them to be informed, especially since there
are so many claims about them
harming women.
Maybe some men want to
learn the differences between
their actions and how they can
change.
Until then, they’ll just
have to sit around, practicing
the spelling of “women” with
a “y” and wait for their turn
to audition for their chance to
memorize a monologue about
their treasured sex organ.
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SCSU concert choir begins tour
Jason Tham
STAFF	 WRITER

A melodious tour beginning Tuesday includes nine
performances around Minnesota and western Wisconsin
by the SCSU concert choir.
“The Concert Choir goes
on tour basically every year
– state, regional, and once in
awhile, international tours,”
Matthew Ferrell, Interim Director for choral activities and
conductor of the choir, said.

The choir will perform
at various high schools and
churches around the Midwest
region, including Duluth East
High School, Princeton High
School, Augusta Lutheran
Church and Hudson High
School in Hudson, Wis., to
name a few.
“We are collaborating
with eight different high
schools and all of them have a
good choir program,” Ferrell
said. “We are hoping to get
these kids interested in com-

ing to SCSU.”
The choir consists of 58
members; this tour is considered a recruitment tour.
“The tour allows the choir
members to be viewed as
leaders in the choral community,” Ferrell said. “Our choir
is a very good college choir;
this tour allows the choir to
go out and show [this to the
community].”
The choir members become mentors for the high
school students.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SCSU MUSIC DEPT.

The concert choir tours almost every year in state and regional tours.

The tour program “Out of
the Ashes,” features works by
Victoria, Byrd, Tschesnokoff,
Barnum, Lauridsen, Whitacre, Guillaume, and includes
excerpts from Mozart’s beloved “Requiem.”
Ferrell highlighted one
piece among the songs, “Anmwe,” which was composed
by a friend of his, Sydney
Guillaume, who is a Haitian
composer.
“Anmwe” is a cry to convey pain, emotional torment
and heartache on the deepest
level.
The piece was inspired
by a gut-wrenching documentary which included a
mother’s tear-jerking reaction
to the sudden loss of her three
sons, blatantly killed during
the ongoing conflict between
university students and the
current government in Haiti.
Ferrell said the challenge
he faced in preparing for this
tour was organizing the details; he used his entire break
to put together the advertisements, programs and press
release packets.
SCSU junior David Lamprecht, president of the choir,
said that some of the biggest
challenges they face in preparing this tour is learning all
the different music.
“We are singing a wide
variety of music from Mozart
and Chesnokov to modern
composers such as Barnum
and Whitacre and we even
throw in a Billy Joel tune,”
Lamprecht said.
“The time we have spent
working on these to prepare
and memorize has been tough,

PHOTO COURTESY OF SCSU MUSIC DEPT.

Matthew Ferrell directs the SCSU concert choir.
but in the end, when we get
to see the smiling faces, it is
all worth it,” Lamprecht said.
“We view ourselves as ambassadors to the University
and we hope to put on seven
wonderful concerts that bring

joy to all those involved.”
The choir plans to complete the tour later with a concert performance on March 28
at 2 p.m. in St. Cloud’s Christ
Church Newman Center.

LGBT film series draws attention
Jason Tham
STAFF	 WRITER
“It Doesn’t Define Us” is
one of the three films the LGBT
community is using in their film
series to describe their goals.
The series also includes
“Rent,” and “Chasing Amy.”
Throughout March, SCSU’s
University Program Board
(UPB) continues to host this
series.
“It is an annual spring event;
it is in collaboration with the
LGBT services,” UPB films coordinator Anna Swenson said.
“The LGBT community selects
the film and co-sponsors the
event; UPB puts it on at Atwood
Little Theatre.”
Films will be shown Mondays and Tuesdays from March
15 to March 30 at 8 p.m. in the
Atwood Little Theatre.
UPB has selected documentary films beacuse they are
“hands-on” and the directors
use very direct approaches in
their production.
“One of our goals is exposure; we want to get these type
of films out there,” Swenson
said. “These films are high profile and it’s not something that
should be hidden away.”
“It Doesn’t Define Us,”
shown last week, featured a
full-length documentary that
highlights some social issues including media, politics and fam-

ily and in the way in which they
relate to the LGBT community.
The story is centered in
Minnesota, which is ultimately
symbolic of the entire United States and a marginalized
group’s struggle for equality.
The two producers of “It
Doesn’t Define Us” are SCSU
students Gordon Severson and
Bruce Meyers.
“This project really came
from our own curiosity of the
GLBT community and frustrations with how they’re shown
in the media,” said Gordon
Severson, a co-producer of “It
Doesn’t Define Us.”
“The film is able to show
an overview all the issues and
goals the gay community has,
and we tell it as people outside
the gay community without [an
agenda],” Severson said.
“I think it is a good movie;
it is good that the school provided this to people,” said MaDonna Karels, who saw the
movie. “I mean, it is out and [in
the] open.”
The movie portrayed topics about equality and justice,
as well as sexual issues and not
just discussions about separation between church and state.
“It is an important issue and
people should be more aware
of it,” audience member Josh
Quiggle said. “This is a great
opportunity; [what] really jumps
out to me is about where have
we been, where we are now and

where we are going to go.”
“People really need to take
into account that it is about
equal rights for people,” Karels
said.
“The main challenge that
the LGBT community faces
currently is unequal representation,” Severson said.
“The LGBT community is
bigger then most people realize, and their voice isn’t as big
as it should be,” Severson said.
“People will argue and say that
marriage equality is the biggest
issue right now, but even that
issue is smaller than representation and acceptance.”
Activity in the workplace
has caused some to notice these
issues as well.
“My work at the Capitol has
taught me that everyone wants
something and everyone wants
to be heard,” Severson said.
Showing at the Atwood
Theatre this week is “Rent,”
the film version of the Pulitzer
Prize award-winning musical
about Bohemians in the East
Village of New York City struggling with complications of life
and love.
“Chasing Amy,” to be shown
the following week, featured
two comic book artists, Holden
and Banky, who meet Alyssa.
People in the LGBT community now have this opportunity to educate members of
the St. Cloud community along
with SCSU students.

“Rent” is one of the films being shown during the LGBT film series.

“There are two main reasons for un-acceptance of gay
people; one is religion, which
we can’t do very much about,
and the other is lack of education or experience,” Severson
said.
“Just take a look back at
how far we’ve come in African
American rights, and imagine
that level of change for the gay
community.”
Acceptance is one of the
goals of the community and
through the film series, they
can bring more people together;
perceptions that people have
of the LGBT community are
sometimes inaccurate.
“The gay community is not
going away, and in your lifetime
you will meet with, work with,
and probably welcome LGBT
individuals into your family,”
Severson said.
“Once people see that not
all gay people are flamboyant
skinny young men, they start
a chain reaction of realizations
that begin to open their minds a
little.”
The films are not only directed towards the LGBT community; they want students and
the rest of the St. Cloud community’s attention as well.
“We want to draw a diverse
audience for these shows;” Swenson said. “We put on these
films for everyone.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF BROADWAY.TV
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“Watcha Say,” Derulo’s single, represents the
prophecy of his one-hit-wonder future.

Derulo, don’t
Jian You Hoe
MUSIC	 COLUMN
As the famous phrase
from Imogen Heap goes, The
phrase “mmm, watcha say,”
from Imogen Heap’s song
“Hide and Seek,” has now
been used by Jason Derulo in
his single, “Watcha Say.”
Unfortunately due to
modern legal issues in the
music industry, anyone can
sample any song in the world
without the consent from the
artist. Sadly to say, the artist
does not own their songs but
multi-million dollar record
labels do.
In this case, the sample
was being use as the chorus
for Jason Derulo first single
“Watcha Say.”
It surely caused a bad
feeling about his new album.
It definitely makes one
wonder if they should be
giving him a try in the first
place.
He has been weaker compared to other older R&B artist who have a more creative
and innovative first single.
For instance, Usher first
commercial single “Call Me
a Mack” portraits him very
well as an entertainer that
possess a strong originality
and special characteristics
that other R&B artists did
not manage to possess in
their music works.
Derulo’s self-titled portraits are inexperienced and
unoriginal with a narrow

mindset of music themes and
music production.
Derulo’s album is mostly
about partying.
It surely fits well into
young teenagers life’s but
definitely will be a clash of
problems with adults.
Tracks such as “In My
Head” manage to portray a
boy-girl relationship with
the usual routine how a guy
meets a girl.
This is just the usual, boring type of track that is being released in the commercial music market like Taio
Cruz’s “Break Your Heart.”
“What If,” another single
from his album, shows his
standing in emotional R&B
love song.
Sadly, I do not feel it is a
good track.
His song is still far from
the standards outlay by Alicia
Keys’ “If I Aint Got You.”
Derulo’s R&B album is
weak both inside and outside.
The album is pointless as
he will be just another onehit-wonder and will soon disappear before people noticed
he was there and swiped
Imogen Heap’s melody.
Other previous first release albums such as “Song
in A Minor” by Alicia Keys
and Usher’s self-titled album
have shown better first successes than Jason Derulo’s.
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Designer offers tips to students
Jason Tham
STAFF	 WRITER
Professional
designer
Lance Rutter presented his
work Thursday at the Kiehle
Visual Arts Center and hosted
a workshop Friday for students.
“We bring in four to six
national and international
based art professionals every
year through the visiting artists and scholar program,”
Rosemary Williams, associate
professor of art, said.
“I think it is so important
for students to hear from professional designers with broad
experience like Lance Rutter,”
professor of art, Keith Christensen, said.
Rutter began the Thursday
presentation by asking his audience to say an artist’s pledge
with him.
He then showed several
examples of his artworks,
which ranged from identity,
Web site designs, and books.
He also showed the process of selecting the winners
in the Chicago International
Poster Biennial, an open-call
international poster competition and exhibition.
Rutter is a co-owner of
Legendre+Rutter of Chicago,
Ill., running the design studio
with French designer Yann
Langendre.
Rutter was also the founding partner of the design
film, Tanagram, of which he
worked as the creative director there for 16 years.
Within the art department
students are isolated in terms
of the ‘art world,’ according to
Williams.
She is frustrated about art
updates going in other places.
“We want someone to
come to show us what the rest
of the world is doing in terms
of the current concepts and
trends,” Williams said. “This
provides our students with another level of education.”
Rutter’s works are featured nationally and internationally.
The Web site that features
his work with Legendre+Rutter
is blog.legendrerutter.com.
Some of his works have
been featured in “Communication Arts,” “Print,” “ID,”
“STEP,” and “Graphis.”
His posters were exhibited

in international competitions
in Mexico, Japan, Hungary,
China, the Slovak Republic,
Bolivia and Iran.
“It is very impressive to
see the full range of Lance
Rutter’s capabilities in his
arts, and to hear about his passion,” Christensen said.
“Through the workshops,
the artists share their skills,
experience, opinions, and a
freshness of approach to arts,”
Williams said.
These new approaches can
help to “shake things up” by
letting the students to see art
in a wide range of media.
Williams said that Lance
Rutter could bring his perspectives to the students.
“Sometimes, you must
accept the fact that there are
multiple correct answers to a
question,” Rutter said.
Rutter is involved with
many professional activities
namely identity, book, illustration, poster design, and
teaching.
He is also involved with
the American Institute of
Graphic Arts (AIGA).
“Graphic designing has
become sort of a fashionable
profession; it is kind of cool
to be part of that culture,” Rutter said.
Hard work was one of the
attribues Rutter mentioned
to being a good graphic designer.
“A very good characteristic of artists of any kinds is to
be fearless,” Rutter said.
Rutter said that students
should not be afraid to try new
things with their artwork and
to make mistakes.
“I’m a little bit concerned
about the future of the art industry,” Rutter said.
Rutter said that stalk photography, cheap or free software, or Web site that anyone
can use, will degrade the quality of graphic design.
Christensen also raised
the department’s concern to
“Save Art History” before
Rutter’s presentation.
“We are very nervous
about anyone thinking about
taking Art History away from
us and our students,” Christensen said. “We need to have
this component for a full,
whole, learning experience.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF BLOG.LEGENDRERUTTER.COM

Lance Rutter designs text for books, posters, illustrations among other things.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BLOG.LEGENDRERUTTER.COM

Rutter’s works are featured internationally and through the Web site Blog.legendrerutter.com, people can
view this work.

Festival to show
local short films
Molly Willms
STAFF	 WRITER

PHOTO COURTESY OF VIDEOGAMENEWS.COM

“Heavy Rain” is an interactive game offering a third-person perspective.

Heavily mysterious game
Jun-Kai Teoh
GAME	 COLUMN

If a Playstation 3 is any
part of your repertoire of
gaming
consoles/devices,
“Heavy Rain” is a must.
“Heavy Rain” is a thirdperson mystery “interactive
drama video game” where
the player gets to play four
different characters and attempt to solve the mystery of
the “Origami Killer.”
The game revolves around
four characters: a female
photojournalist, a divorced
single father that lost one
of his sons, a private detective and an FBI profiler. All
four of these characters can
be controlled at fixed points
in the game, and it’s possible
for all four of them to die as
the game progresses.
“Heavy Rain” has players control these four charac-

ters in an attempt to unravel
the mystery of the “Origami
Killer,” a serial killer that
leaves a piece of origami behind each crime scene.
For people that have already heard of the game,
there is really no need to explain the premise of it.
For those that have not,
let’s just put it this way:
“Heavy Rain” is like watching that thriller movie where
you inadvertently scream at
the TV because the killer is
right behind the hero, except
now you can actually make a
difference.
While “Heavy Rain” was
thought to be an interactive
movie that supposedly lets
the player’s actions change
the world, the game does not
actually play out as freely as
many might have thought.
I often found that my actions did not change much of

the game at all.
The game is actually
surprisingly linear, and the
reason it is “surprising” is
because the game never feels
fixed at all.
Most actions, no matter
how menial, manage to convey a sense of urgency and
importance.
From choosing who to
call to report about a murder
to selecting how to interrogate a possible suspect, the
game is spectacular in the
way these choices are presented.
Although the game is a
bit slow and takes some time
to pick up its pace, when it
does finally pick up, it does a
fantastic job of blending suspense, action and mystery. It
took about 30 minutes or so
before things got interesting,
and for many people 30 minutes is too long.

Perhaps it is, but its initial tediousness can be easily
forgiven once the game gets
going.
At the very end of the
day, “Heavy Rain” is a necessary purchase not because
of its storyline or beautifully
rendered characters, but because of how engaging it is.
It is rare enough as it is to
find a good drama game, it’s
even harder to find one that’s
convincing.
In this age of fast-paced
shooters filling the screen
with bright explosions,
“Heavy Rain” offers a unique
and refreshing change well
worth its retail price of $60.
“Heavy Rain” is something every gamer should
have for a Playstation 3 –
even more so than “God of
War 3” or “Final Fantasy
XIII.”

The third annual SCSU
film festival will showcase local student talent Wednesday
night.
The Festival will showcase
five or more short films submitted and created by current
SCSU students. After three
years, the festival has the participation it needs.
“We have been trying to
make the fest bigger and better as it has been getting off
its feet,” said Anna Swenson,
one of the coordinators for
the event. “We really tried to
get the word out this year because of lack of entrants last
year, and we have some great
submissions we are excited to
show.”
The festival is put on each
year by the UPB films committee and Cinescope, a student film club on campus.
Faculty from the film department, the UPB films coordinator and the president
of Cinescope, will judge each
submission.
They award first, second
and third place prizes in addition to an Audience Choice
award. The first place winner
will be shown prior to a feature film in the Atwood Theatre.
Three of this year’s contestants weighed in on why
they chose to showcase their
films at this film festival.
“It’s one of my first films,
my first university...why not?”
said Kyle Heidenreich, who
has a film in the festival.
“Just seeing how people
react,” SCSU student Scott
Thiry said. “This film has
never been shown to an audience.”
“The film was inspired by
my time here at SCSU and I
think it’s natural that I show it
here,” said Gordon Severson,
a student involved.
The films represent a variety of themes, messages and
genres from the different filmmakers.
“It’s basically [about]
brainwashing,” Heidenreich
said. “To compliment that
idea, religion and the media
are applied to the frame to

hold some meaning; if it is
any genre, I would say its an
experimental narrative.”
Scott Thiry said his film
“addresses self empowerment,
living for the moment and
finding your true potential.”
“The film can most accurately be titled a poetic drama
that addresses the conflicts of
love and lost,” Severson said.
“As well as the natural change
that happens when people
grow up.”
The film festival will serve
as both a creative outlet for
artists and an encouragement
for aspiring artists to get involved.
“First and foremost it is a
great opportunity for students
to get their work out there;
film is a medium that, though
personal, is meant to be seen,”
Swenson said. “We are showcasing some great talent from
our student body and this festival is a stepping stone for
students who are looking to
continue making films as well
as a way to connect with other
filmmakers and film-lovers on
campus.”
The entrants can also
weigh in on what they think
is the most important part of
making a short film.
Heidenreich said its about
the message; if you don’t
know what you’re aiming to
portray then you’re wasting
everyone’s time.”
Thiry warns: “Film more
than you need.”
According to Severson,
“The most important thing
to remember when making a
student film is to stay focused
and only do projects you care
about. If you don’t really care
about your project, people will
know.”
Both Thiry and Severson
advise aspiring filmmakers to
go for it and make a film.
“This is a great opportunity to see what student filmmakers are doing at SCSU,”
Severson says of the festival.
“Filmmakers are obviously
having fun making these films
as well as really trying to convey their message or theme.”
The SCSU Student Film
Festival will be held on
Wednesday, March 24 at 7
p.m. in Atwood.
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SOUTHVIEW APTS.
Spacious 2 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W, Laundry,
Parking. Close to SCSU. Avail.
6/1/10. Excel Prop. 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com

CAMPUS APTS. ON 5TH
Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts. Heat
Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking. 1 1/2
Blocks to Miller Library. E.P.M.
251-6005 www.excelpropmgmt.
com

PLACE YOUR AD HERE
Have a room to rent,
employment position to ﬁll, or
item to sell? Advertise here! Call
the Chronicle Ofﬁce at 320-3083943 to place your ad today!

3 BDRM HOUSE NEAR
Downtown 320-493-2608
www.quadbproperties.com

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Townhomes 3-4 Bedrooms 1012 mo. Leases Free Heat Water
Parking 320-252-2633

4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS,
4th Avenue. W/D in unit. 320259-9434 tkmeyerproperties.
com

SCSU AREA STUDENT
Housing 320-240-0679

2 BEDROOM, 2 BEDROOM,
2 Bedroom, Large Closets,
New Carpet, Huge Rooms.
SCSU4Rent.com 320-980-6425
Pets O.K.

www.StCloudRental.com

SCSUApartments.com

APARTMENTS OR HOUSES
Efﬁciencies to 8 Bdrms + Great
Prices and locations
On Campus or around town
Get it all with one
call St. Cloud Rental
Resource Inc. 320 251 4412
www.Home-Hound.com

HAVE A ROOM TO RENT,
employment position to ﬁll, or
item to sell? Call the Chronicle
Ofﬁce at 320-308-3943 to place
your ad today!

UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS.
3 and 4 Bedroom Apts. Heat
Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking. E.P.M.
251-6005 www.excelpropmgmt.
com
$50 MOVE-IN, WALK TO
Classes. 2-Bed Free: heat,
WSG, cable, Parking. Now/Fall
320-679-3852

HOUSES/APTS/LOFTS/
Townhouses Largest Variety
Housing Options Dan/Nicole
251-1925 mpmproperties.net

OLYMPIC II 525 13TH STREET
3 or 4 Bedrooms beg at $245
10 or 12 mo. leases
651-361-0803
5 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
rent. 235 8th ave. South. Free
parking, free laundry. $300 per
room. Contact Greg 980-4034
413 7th AVE.S. 9 BR HOUSE
for 7,8 or 9. Heat/ Parking
INCL. Call 320-251-1925 for
showing. mpmproperties.net
511 8th Ave. S. SPACIOUS
Respectable living. Group 8-10.
Heat, Parking Incl. 320-2511925. mpmproperties.net
5 BED ROOM HOUSE FOR
Rent 235 8th Ave South Free
Parking, Free Laundry $300 per
Room Contact Greg 980-4034
3 BDRM HOUSE NEAR
Downtown 320-493-2608
www.quadbproperties.com
READY FOR YOU! ONE AND
two bedroom units for June 1st!
On bus liine. Free heat, water
and cable. $475 to start. Call
Beth- 320-260-3448 now!

13TH ST APARTMENTS: 1
blk N. of Hockey Ctr (5th) 3 &
4 bed startg at $255. Parking,
garages, cable, Laundry &
onsite caretaker. Remodeled
units avail Josh: 651-270-9316,
Dan 651-361-0803
WESTVIEW AND UNIVERSITY
West Apts. 4 Bedroom Apts.,
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking. 2
Blocks to Miller Library. E.P.M.
251-6005 www.excelpropmgmt.
com
9 BEDROOM HOUSE 4
Blocks to SCSU 260/mo 320229-1919
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS,
$260-280, 2 bathrooms, on 5th
Avenue 320-259-9434
3, 4, 5 BDRM HOUSE
320 493- 2608
www.quadbproperties.com

4-BDRM LOFTS DOWNTOWN
Renovated Units. Dan/Nicole
251-1925 mpmproperties.net

U.V.T’s
Individual Leases starting at
255.00 3-4 Br. pool 320-2522633 uvtownhomes.com

LARGE 2 BDRM SIDE BY
side Duplex. Free parking. Call
Rick 320-291-7002

STUDIOS, 1, 2, 3, + 4 BDRM
Apts 1-6 Blocks SCSU. 2511925 mpmproperties.net

www-Serenity Apartments.
com

RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT
with a Deck/Patio! 7th Ave 2,
3, and 4 Beds Available www.
StCloudRental.com 320-2291919

BEACHWOOD 1 BR. APTS.
320 7th Ave. S $410-$450. Heat
Incl 251-1925 mpmproperties.
net

3, 4, 5 BDRM HOUSES
320-493-2608
www.quadbproperties.com

4 BEDROOM TOWNHOMES
Lg. B.r. Free parking Heat pool
Volleyball ct. 255.00 per Br
uvtownhomes.com 320-2522633

3 BDRM HOUSE NEAR
Downtown 320-493-2608
www.quadbproperties.com

UNIVERSITY APTS,
Spacious 2 Bedrooms Heat
Paid, Close SCSU 251-8284
www.riversidepropertymgmt.
com

HOUSING

STATESIDE APTS. SPACIOUS
4 Bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. Close,
Quiet. E.P.M. 251-6005 www.
excelpropmgmt.com

2, 3, OR $ BDR APT VARIOUS
Locations Heat included 4939549

3 BLOCKS FROM SCSU
M+M Apts 320-259-9673

11

3 or 4 BDR APT 2 FULL
Baths AC, DW Heat Paid
Laundry Security 10 or 12
month lease 493-9549

FIVE - NINE BED HOUSES
Now Available 320-240-0679
9 BEDROOM HOUSE, 2
Blocks to Miller Library. Large
Bedrooms, 3 Baths, D/W,
Laundry, Parking. Nice, Clean,
Close. E.P.M. 251-6005
3 BDRM HOUSE NEAR
Downtown 320-493-2608
www.quadbproperties.com

BENTONWOOD 1 BR. APTS.
$380-$420. 2Br. Apts. $480$520 Heat/Parking Incl. Clipper
Route Dan/Nicole 251-1925
MPM Properties.

4 BEDROOM APTS 1.5 BATHS
water, sewer, garbage, heat,
cable incl. close to SCSU
225/mo 320-229-1919 www.
StCloudRental.com

3, 4, 5 BDRM HOUSE
320 493- 2608
www.quadbproperties.com

STUDIO ONE TWO THREE
BRs Near SCSU call 2518284 309-4028 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com

WANT OUT OF THE DORMS?
Let us put you in a fantastic
apartment within walking
distance to campus + on
Clipper route. CAll Beth- 320260-3448 or Missy- 320-2174115 www.northernmgmt.com/
mp
M.V. APTS ONES 2’S AND 3
BRs, Some Decks, close SCSU
a/c R.P.M. 251-8284 309-4028
www.riversidepropertymgmt.
com
4 BEDROOM HOUSES
Parking, Water, Sewer, Garbage
incl. 250/mo. Close to SCSU
320-229-1919
NOW RENTING FOR FALL
2010 4 BDRM House and 4
BDRM Apts Call 320-237-7570
2 or 4 BDR APT. IN HOUSE
1/2 Blk from Library Heat and
Parking included 493-9549
HOUSES HOUSES HOUSES
6, 7, 8, 9 + 10 Bdrms. Heat/
Parking Incl. 1-6 Blks SCSU
Dan/Nicole 251-1925
mpmproperties.net
CHARLAMAINE
Classic Bridge view south
RiverRidge All across from
hockey center Lower rates this
side of University drive 10 12
mo. Leases call 320-333-0500
Dennis Property Mgt.
3 BEDS! 3 BEDS! 3 BEDS!
With Decks, 1.5 Baths
Dishwasher, Huge Bedrooms
and LVRM 320-229-1919
3-4 BR TOWNHOMES 10-12
Month Leases starting at 255.00
Free parking Heat pool 320252-2633 uvtownhomes.com
!! $50 JUNE + JULY RENT !!
www.ivyapartments.com
320-259-9673
4 BDR APT 1 BLK FROM
Campus 2 Full Baths A/C, DW
Laundry Heat Paid Security
493-9549
LARGE 2 BDRM SIDE BY
Hallenbeck Hall. Free Parking.
Call 320-291-7002
YOUR APARTMENT COULD
Be rented. Call 320-308-3943
to place your classiﬁed with the
University Chronicle.

AVAIL. NOW 1, 2, 3, + 4 BR
Apts. 4-7 Br. Houses 251-1925
3, 4, 5 BDRM HOUSE
320 493- 2608
www.quadbproperties.com
aaaaaaaS
KENT HOUSING CLOSE,
closer, and closest
320-252-5500 or
kenthousing.com
CLOSE TO CAMPUSHOUSES 320-240-0679
STUDIO APTS. 400+ SQUARE
Feet. Heat paid, A/C, Micro,
Laundry, Parking. 2 Blocks
to campus. Avail. 6/1/10.
Excel Prop. 251-6005 www.
excelpropmgmt.com
www.scsu4Rent.com
2 BDR APT 1/2 BLK FROM
Library A/C, DW Heat Paid
Parking 493-9549
JUNE 1, JULY 1, AUGUST 1
move in. Call for details - 1, 2,
4 bed units. Missy - 320-2174115 or Beth- 320-260-3448!
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES.
Utilities, Cable included.
TK Meyer Properties.
320-259-9434
SPACIOUS 2 BDR APT 1/2
Blk from SCSU AC, DW, Heat
paid Laundry Parking 10 or 12
month lease 493-9549

Attention
DRINKING PROBLEM?
Free Support. Campus
Community in Recovery Hall.
Health Services entrance.

Employment
MODELS AND ACTORS
Males and females ages 0-75+
all sizes, needed for T.V.,
magazines, etc. P.T. ﬂexible
hours, we pay $50+/-/hr No
experience required Jobs start
March. Bring snapshot to
Midtown Square Mall Suite 108.
3333 West Division Street, St
Cloud on Monday March 1st
anytime 6pm-9pm. If under age
18, please bring a parent.
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Wrestling hits St. Cloud
Joseph Froemming
SENIOR	 EDITOR

SENG KIAT KHOR/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU junior Theo Rothstein guards a Concordia-St. Paul player in the first
round of the NSIC playoffs. Rothstein has started 28 games for the Huskies.

Elite eight bound
Kyle Stevens

ASST.	 SPORTS	 EDITOR

For the first time since
1987, the St. Cloud State
men’s basketball team will
play in the Elite Eight.
A win on Wednesday
against Midwestern State
would send the Huskies to
their first-ever Final Four.
The Huskies won the
Division II Central Region
Tournament Last week with
win over the No. 2 seed Augustana. SCSU previously
beat No. 1 seed Minnesota
State-Mankato.
The Elite Eight, which
will be played in Springfield, Mass., involves five
teams ranked in the final
NABC poll.
The teams ranked in
the final poll, which was
released on March 7, prior
to the playoffs, were No. 2
Indiana (Pa.), No. 3 Midwestern State, No. 4 Au-

gusta State (Ga.) and No. 6
Valdosta State (Ga.).
The Huskies are the
lowest ranked team at No.
16, but three other teams
were unranked.
“At this point of the
season every one is playing great ball,” said Husky
junior guard Taylor Witt.
“If we just play our game,
we’ll be fine.”
The
Huskies
have
played their game to much
success this year. Being
able to pound the ball inside to senior center Matt
Schneck and junior forward Andrew Bernstetter
has helped the Huskies get
where they are.
And that is exactly what
they need to do on Wednesday.
“We’ve watched them
on film a few times,” said
Witt. “They have a few junior college transfers and
D-I transfers and they’re
very athletic.

“We’ll have our hands
full, but we’re bigger.”
Witt mentioned playing
NSIC teams such as Minnesota State-Mankato and
Mary, who have some D-I
transfers, as reasons not to
be worried.
But a trip all the way
to the east coast can sap a
team’s energy.
“I think it’s more mental
that anything,” said Witt.
“The rims are still 10-feet
(high), and the court is the
same length.”
The Huskies have come
a long way, not just in the
playoffs, but all year.
“We’ve matured a lot
since the beginning of the
season,” said Witt. “I think
we’ll be fine.”
The Huskies take on the
Midwestern State Mustangs
at 7 p.m. Wednesday March
24 in Springfield, Mass.
A trip to the Division
II NCAA final four is at
stake.

“I

think it's more mental than anything. The rims are still 10feet [high], and the court is the same length.”

Taylor Witt

SCSU junior guard on upcoming elite eight game

There was blood, sweat
and beat downs Friday evening at the St. Cloud National
Guard Armory which hosted
the ECHO pro-wrestling
event, “The Feeling is Mutual.”
The event featured a couple of legendary wrestlers,
the most famous being Roy
Wayne Farris, better known
as “The Honky Tonk Man.”
“When they are no longer
under contract, anybody can
sign them to appear at events
like these,” Jesse Petschen,
one of the people who helped
set up the stage and lights,
said.
In a corner of the Armory,
a black curtain was illuminated by black lights giving
it a purple hue was were the
wrestlers emerged before the
matches.
ECHO features many
wrestlers from the St. Cloud
and Minneapolis area.
The crowd was thick, all
rooting and cheering on their
favorite wrestlers and booing
and yelling colorful, often
derogatory statements at others.
The first match featured
former WCW Cruiser-Weight
Champion
Lenny
Lane
against Minneapolis native,
Nate Bash.
The match featured acrobats and many jump kicks to
the face on Lane.
After Lane mistakenly
thought Bash had tapped out
during a submission move,
Bash rebounded and got lane
pinned for the 1-2-3 count.
“You two clowns get into
the ring, right now,” Lane
said, speaking loudly into the
microphone at Bash and the
referee who counted Lane
out.
The following match
featured none-other than the
Honky Tonk Man himself
against “Sheik” Arya Daivari.
The match was slowed
down by Daivari running in
and out of the ring, avoiding
the wrath of the Honky Tonk
Man’s menacing threat of the
beat down with his acoustic
guitar.
Before the match, however, The Honky Tonk Man
entered the ring in full Elvis
impersonator get up, pompadour and all. His late ‘70s
Elvis look and strumming a
guitar had the audience sing
his theme song with him, an
up-beat rockabilly tune of his

PHOTO COURTESY OF MEDIA.GIANTBOMB.COM

“The Honky Tonk Man” holding his signature guitar.
He was a star for the WWE in the 70s, 80s and 90s.

“I

t's Americans like you that's wrong
with America.”

Arya “Sheik” Daivari

ECHO wrestler, towards “The Honky Tonk Man”
same stage name.
“It’s Americans like you
that’s wrong with America,”
Daivari said with a menacing
finger pointing at the Honky
Tonk Man.
This statement was followed by an audience uproar
of boos and screams.
Despite Daivari’s attempt
to strangle Honky Tonk Man
into submition, a clever reversal put Honky Tonk in
advantage position, getting in
the pin for the win.
Unfortunately,
Daivari
escaped the ring before the
Honky Tonk Man could use
his signature win move,
which consists of him smashing his guitar over his opponent’s back.
While there is an art in
these kind of events which
prevent wrestlers from serious damage on their bodies,
and careful preparations are
taken, it is still hard to deny
that these people do take a lot
of stress on their bodies.
“That ring is, like, this
much two-by-fours [extends
hands about three inches to

show thickness of the wood]
and maybe four inches of
padding. The rest is steel,”
Petschen said, speaking of
the little amount of padding
that sustains he wrestlers
many falls.
After a brief intermission,
three more matches occurred.
Of the three, there was a
three-way, hardcore anything
goes match which included
weapons like a cheese grater
and thumbtacks to name a
few.
At one point, a seemingly drunk audience member
jumped into the ring, only to
roll out and be escorted by
ECHO management.
The final match featured
SCSU’s own Darin Corbin
against his tag-team partner
Pete Huge. This was the main
event of the evening and
Corbin’s title was on the line.
The match was long and
at one point, the two wrestled in slow-motion. Despite
this weird moment, Corbin
pinned Huge and defended
his title.

Koetter confident best is yet to come
Jackie Kastner
STAFF	 WRITER

Kirsten Koetter, an
SCSU sophomore, first
started swimming in third
grade and has not stopped
since.
Before coming to St.
Cloud State, Koetter was a
six-time letter winner and
in her first year at SCSU,
she was voted the team’s
Freshman of the Year.
“The transition from
high school to college
swimming is very different,
but it was pretty easy for me
to transition,” Koetter said.
“I never lifted weights in
high school and now we do
all the time. It is definitely
different but has helped me
become so much stronger.”
Before Koetter had to
transition from high school
to college, she first had to
decide what school she was
going to go to. She was
having a hard time choosing between SCSU and St.
Ben’s.
“I was debating between both but Coach Hegle recruited me and when I
came to look at the campus
I really like it, so that’s how
decided on St. Cloud,” Koetter said.
Coach Jeff Hegle’s effort to recruit Koetter has
paid off.
“Kirsten [Koetter] is a
very hard worker in the pool
and in the classroom. I was
proud to watch her win the
50 freestyle as a freshman
in the conference championships and break a school
record,” Hegle said.
Koetter’s second season success allowed her to
set a new pool record and
brought her to the NCAA
Division II National Championships.
On November 29, 2009,
Koetter set a new pool re-

SHUN JIE YONG/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER PHOTOGRAPHER

Kristen Koetter swimming in Halenbeck. She was part of SCSU 200 free relay team that took eighth at Nationals March 10-13.

cord in the Minnesota State
Mankato pool. She set the
pool record for the 50-meter freestyle, posting a time
of 24.34 seconds.
The season wrapped up
March 13, 2010 at Nationals. Koetter was part of
the 200 free relay team that
placed eighth.
“My proudest moment

this season is being part of a
team at Nationals,” Koetter
said. “It is really important
to have trust in your teammates when on a relay team,
you need to know how each
one swims so there won’t
be any false starts.”
Kelly Vieau is a senior
teammate of Koetter.
“[My] favorite part about

having Kirsten [Koetter] as
a teammate is that she is so
fast and really cares about
her teammates,” Vieau said.
The season is very long;
it starts in September and
ends in March.
Koetter is looking forward to finally getting a
little rest.
“We develop our own

program book which is
what we follow in the summer,” Koetter said. “I’ll be
taking a little bit of a break
but will be getting back in
the pool soon. I will also
work on getting stronger.”
Now that the season is
over, it is time to start preparing for next year.
“My goals for next

season are to improve my
times, help bring other
teammates to nationals and
I am eyeing the 100 butterfly record,” Koetter said.
Koetter has high hopes
for next year, and is very
confident she and her teammates can have another successful season.
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Sports
Scoreboard

Continued from Page 16
“Garrett Roe is one of
our top penalty killers, and
you lose him the night before, it’s not an excuse,
we had to battle through
it,” SCSU head coach Bob
Motzko said.
The question in every SCSU fans mind was
whether Roe would be
healthy enough to play next
weekend in the NCAA tournament.
“There’s no question
he will play next weekend,
unless there is a setback,”
Motzko said. “From what
we know right now he’ll
be back next weekend. I
always like Monday on injured players to see the response.”
SCSU will play in the
west regional of the NCAA
tournament at 4:30 p.m. in
St. Paul at the Xcel Energy
Center against Northern
Michigan

NHL Season
Standings

(Sun at 12 p.m.)

Eastern Conference
Atlantic (W-L-OTL) PTS
Pittsburgh (42-24-6) 90
New Jersey (42-25-4) 88
Philadelphia (37-29-5) 76
NY Rangers (31-31-9) 71
NY Islanders (29-33-10) 68

Northeast

Buffalo (38-22-10)
Ottawa (37-30-5)
Montreal (36-29-7)
Boston (31-27-12)
Toronto (26-34-12)

Southeast

Washington (48-14-10) 106
Atlanta (31-29-11)
73
Carolina (30-33-8)
68
Tampa Bay (28-31-12) 68
Florida (28-31-11)
67

Western Conference
Central (W-L-OTL) PTS
ANDREW JACOBSON/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Junior Defender Chris Hepp looking up to the scoreboard at the end of the game against North Dakota.

Final five
Continued from Page 16

Saturday:
UND 5, SCSU 3

The University of North
Dakota (UND) hoisted the
new Broadmoor trophy, which
was unveiled earlier in the
day, while SCSU sat on the
sidelines as second best.
UND hassled Lasch all
day, cramming him against
the boards and smashing into
him with great tenacity.
“They pounded on him
pretty hard,” SCSU head
coach Bob Motkzo said.
SCSU was without leading scorer junior Garret Roe.
Roe hurt himself diving into
the boards in desperation during the SCSU’s game Friday.
“I think we knew we had
to get out there and get a good
start especially with Garrett
[Roe] not there,” SCSU freshmen David Eddy said. “We

86
79
79
74
64

knew we had to play tougher
without one of our best players out there.”
SCSU jumped out to a
quick lead as only 40 seconds
ticked off the clock when Garrett Raboin got his eighth goal
of the season.
Ryan Lasch assisted on the
play. The assist gave him 180
career points, passing SCSU’s
all-time mark of 179 set by
Jeff Saterdalen.
Only 15 seconds ticked off
the clock before the Huskies
were able to strike again. This
time it was freshman David
Eddy who gave the Huskies a
2-0 lead.
The goal was his eleventh
of the year. Assisting on the
play were Drew LeBlanc and
Tony Mosey.
“We came out quick,”
SCSU captain Garrett Raboin
said. “They controlled play

for awhile, then we were in it
from there on out.”
The lead did not last the
period though, as UND was
able to tie it up thanks to goals
by Corban Knight and Brad
Malone. Brad Malone is a
cousin of former SCSU player
Ryan Malone.
The goal by Knight was
on the power play. SCSU’s
penalty kill was 5-for-5 Friday against Wisconsin.
“[Special teams] ended up
being the major factor in this
hockey game,” Motzko said.
Mike Lee, who stopped 37
shots in the semi-final game
against Wisconsin, stopped 15
of 17 UND shots in the first
period.
He would not last the second period. After allowing
two more goals to UND from
Chris VandeVelde and Danny
Kristo, SCSU brought in Dan
Dunn in lieu of Lee and it appeared to give them a spark.
“Our two goalies have battled all season,” Motzko said.
“He (Dunn) came in tonight
and held the fort down.”
David Eddy brought the
Huskies to within one with a
goal near the end of the second period. Mosey and Leb-

“W

e knew we had to play tougher
without one of our best players out there.”
David Eddy
SCSU freshman forward
lanc assisted on the play.
The Huskies put a lot of
pressure on UND in the third
period, out-shooting them 15
to six.
They got a great chance at
17:10 when they went on the
power play after UND defenseman Ben Blood was called
for goalie interference when
he bowled over Dan Dunn.
The Huskies’ power play
was unable to come up with
a game-tying goal and their
power play went 0-for-5 on
the day.
“They got a couple power
plays and were able to use
that as momentum,” Motzko
said. “Our power play didn’t
answer.”
UND’s Matt Frattin added
an empty net goal at the end
of the contest to put the game
away for UND.
Two SCSU players were

selected to be on the all-tournament team. Defenseman
Garrett Raboin was selected
after a goal in Saturday’s
championship game.
Also selected was forward
Tony Mosey. The junior had
four assists, including two in
the championship game.
SCSU will play in St. Paul
as part of the west regional of
the NCAA tournament. They
received a two-seed and will
take on third-seeded Northern
Michigan.
“It was a tough WCHA
game,” Eddy said. “We just
need to take that into next
weekend.”
They play at 4:30 p.m.
Friday, March 26 at the Xcel
Energy Center in St. Paul. If
they win, they will play at 8
p.m. on Saturday against the
winner of the Wisconsin and
Vermont game.

Chicago (45-19-7)
Nashville (41-26-5)
Detroit (35-23-13)
St. Louis (34-28-9)
Columbus (29-31-12)

Northwest

Vancouver (44-24-4)
Colorado (40-24-6)
Calgary (36-26-9)
Minnesota (34-31-6)
Edmonton (22-42-7)

Paciﬁc

San Jose (43-18-10)
Phoenix (45-22-5)
Los Angeles (41-24-5)
Dallas (31-27-13)
Anaheim (33-29-8)

97
87
83
77
70

92
86
81
74
51
96
95
87
75
74

On the tube, March 22-28
Monday

Toronto at Wolves, 7 p.m. (FSN)

Tuesday

San Jose at Wild, 7 p.m. (Versus)

Wednesday

Wolves at Charlotte, 6 p.m. (FSN)

Thursday

Wild at Philadelphia, 6 p.m. (FSN)

Friday

Wild at Detroit, 6:30 p.m. (FSN)

Sunday

Phoenix at Wolves, 6 p.m. (FSN)

Takeout can eat up your savings.
Pack your own lunch instead
of going out. $6 saved a day
x 5 days a week x 10 years
x 6% interest = $19,592. That
could be money in your pocket.
Small changes today. Big bucks
tomorrow. Go to feedthepig.org
for free savings tips.
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Calendar
Menʼ’s Hockey

NCAA Frozen Four Schedule
Games Friday
East Regional - Albany, N.Y.
(1) Denver vs. (4) RIT, 3 p.m.
(2) Cornell vs. (3) New Hampshire, 6:30 p.m.
West Regional - St. Paul, Minn.
(2) SCSU vs. (3) Northern Mich., 6:30 p.m.
(1) Wisconsin vs. (4) Vermont, 9 p.m.

Games Saturday
Northeast Regional - Worcester, Mass.
(1) Boston College vs. (4) Alaska, 1:30 p.m.
(2) North Dakota vs. (3) Yale, 5 p.m.
Midwest Regional - Fort Wayne, Ind.
(1) Miami, Ohio vs. (4) Ala.-Huntsville, 4 p.m.
(2) Bemidji State vs. (3) Michigan, 7:30 p.m.
East Regional
Final, 6:30 p.m.
West Regional
Final, 9 p.m.
Games Sunday
Northeast Regional
Final, 5:30 p.m.
Midwest Regional
Final 8 p.m.

Baseball

NSIC Schedule

Games Tuesday
Dakota Wesleyan at SW Minn. State (2)
Sioux Falls at Augustana

Games Wednesday
Washburn at Wayne State (NE)
Minnesota Crookston at Augustana (2)
Upper Iowa at Lewis (2)
Minn. Duluth at Concordia St. Paul (2)
SW Minn. State at Dakota Wesleyan (2)

Games Thursday
Upper Iowa at Wisconsin Parkside

Games Friday
Mary vs. SCSU (2), at Metrodome

Games Saturday
Minn. Crookston at Winona State (2)
Augustana at Bemidji State (2)
Minn. State at Upper Iowa (2)
Northern State at SW Minn. State (2)
Minn. Duluth at Wayne State (NE) (2)
Mary vs. SCSU (2), at Metrodome
Concordia St. Paul vs. Wisconsin
LaCrosse (2), at Metrodome

Games Sunday
Augustana at Bemidji State (2)
Minn. Crookston at Winona State (2)
Minn. State at Upper Iowa (2)
Northern State at SW Minn. State (2)
Minn. Duluth at Wayne State (NE) (2)
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Tournament number is fine as is
Derek Herman
STAFF	 WRITER

As the old saying goes,
if it’s not broke, don’t fix it.
Now, with that in mind,
why in the world would
anyone believe that expanding the NCAA basketball
tournament field to 96 teams
is a good idea?
There is no chance that
expanding the college basketball tournament from the
current 65 teams to a diluting 96 team tournament field
would make it better than it
already is.
There are no obvious
benefits to this blasphemous
idea.
Quite frankly, it’s hard
to believe that any change
could make the NCAA
college basketball tournament better than it already

is. With the current format
of the tournament, the first
Thursday and Friday, when
the opening round is being
played, are as unproductive
workdays as the Monday
following the Super Bowl.
If any person with a
sports interest goes into
work those days, not much
work actually gets done because of the NCAA basketball tournament distraction.
The current system is
perfect.
It lasts about three
weeks, and has the perfect
amount of rest time between
games.
The best 65 teams in college basketball in the United
States are selected to participate in the current tournament.
The selection committee
already has a hard enough
time with the seeding, the
match up pairings, who

plays where, who gets in
and who gets left out. Adding another 31 teams would
just add to those complications.
No matter what, there
will still be teams complaining about how they got left
out of the tournament, but
deserved their chance to
play in it.
Adding more teams will
also dilute the sense of accomplishment that is gained
when a team makes the tournament.
Allowing more teams
to participate will make a
mockery of the tournament.
In the current system,
16th seeded teams have a
record of 0-100 coming into
this year’s tournament.
If the 65th best team in
college basketball can’t beat
one of the top four teams in
the nation, what chance does
the 96th best team have?

The play-in game of who
is the 64th best team is already too much of a mockery of the tournament anyway.
Who
watches
that
game?
The prize of winning the
play-in game is usually enduring a first round thrashing by one of the top four
teams in the tournament.
If anything should be
changed, it would be to get
rid of the play-in game.
Also, how would an
expansion to 96 teams affect office pools? Sixtyfour teams in a bracket fits
so perfectly, and does an
amazing job in gaining people’s interest that normally
wouldn’t be intrigued by
college basketball.
That person in the office
that chooses winners based
on mascots and school colors suddenly gains interest

in the games just to see what
the outcomes are.
There is a perfect combination with cheering for
your bracket and cheering
for David to beat Goliath
with the current tournament
setup.
The great thing about the
NCAA basketball tournament is giving the little guy
a chance at an upset.
The current format does
just that.
Had there been 96 teams,
the memorable George Mason run a few years back
may have never been.
The recent Northern
Iowa upset over Kansas may
not have happened.
There have been many
of these intriguing stories
that have happened since
the tournament field was expanded to 65 teams.
It is right where it needs
to stay.

Rock chalk Jayhawk’s exit tourney:
Kansas defeat breaks hearts and brackets

A f t e r
the first two
rounds
of
NCAA basketball
action, it is definitely
safe
Katharine to say that,
Blum
along
with
probably at
least half the
United States, my bracket
should just be shredded and
burned.
I cannot honestly believe how many upsets
there have been so far.
Clearly the biggest upset happened late Saturday
night when Northern Iowa
defeated the number one
seed, Kansas University.
Not only did this loss
send my bracket to the
trash can, but it did some
serious damage to my own
personal ego.
Why?
For the past two weeks,

I have done nothing but talk
my beloved Jayhawks up.
I am a Kansas native,
and live less than 20
miles away from
Lawrence.
So the loss
was especially
painful.
M y
d a d

called
me moments after the game ended
to see how I was holding
up since I have been known
to get somewhat emotional
after bad losses.
When he called, he

was on his way home from
work, and was driving
through downtown Lawrence.

He said
the city was
completely
dead.
The usually lively
city looked
like a ghost
town.
Bars
were
empty, streets were
empty, and there were
only a few stranded cars
parked along the road.
Like me, but probably
in a more extreme form,
people were shocked that
their basketball team let

them down, and were not
ready to go on with life as
if nothing happened.
Loss is not something
we have to deal with often.
When it happens, it hits
the soul of the college town
with full force.
But, alas, I am sure we
will all find a way to rebound, and look forward to
next season.
Kansas pride never wavers.
Rock Chalk Jayhawk
will never die.
However, that still
leaves the whole bracket
situation.
It’s pretty much guaranteed that if you did not pick
Kansas to go to the Final
Four, you are in pretty good
shape.
But for the majority of
us, we are screwed.
Along with the Kansas upset, Villanova’s loss
against St. Mary’s has also

shocked the nation, and
has contributed to making
many wrong brackets.
With two of my four final four teams out, I do not
even know what the point
of continuing to watch the
tournament is.
I suppose I can switch
my loyalties over to Kansas State (I am a homer,
can you tell?), but it will
definitely not be the same
as the Jayhawks going all
the way.
To be perfectly honest, after doing nothing but
watching basketball this
past week, I am burned
out.
This tournament needs
to hurry up and finish already.
There is only so much
let down and disappointment one girl can handle.
Let us move on to the
next sport please.
Preferably hockey.
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SCSU Sports
Calendar
Wednesday
Men’s Basketball

Vs. Midwestern State at
NCAA Elite Eight in
Springfield, Mass.

Thursday
Men’s Basketball

NCAA Final Four, TBA

Friday
Men’s Hockey

Vs. Northern Michigan
NCAA Regional in St.
Paul, Minn.

Saturday
Men’s Basketball

NCAA Final Four, TBA
Baseball

Home vs. Mary

Sunday

Sports
University Chronicle

Monday
March 22, 2010

Facing foes without Roe
Tyler Ohmann
SPORTS	 EDITOR

When Garrett Roe went
down Friday, and the Huskies had to hold on to a 1-0
lead, they knew it would not
be easy.
Roe was without a stick
and was using his body to
try and stop the puck when
he struck the boards head
first.
Roe was carted off the
ice on a stretcher, but was
able to move his feet and
hands.
“We knew as a team
that we had to be closer and
play harder,” junior forward
Tony Mosey said Friday.
“He’s always working hard
for us and we kind of felt
every guy needed to step up
for him.”
Roe is tied with Ryan
Lasch as SCSU’s scoring
leader. After Saturday’s
game the pair each had 19
goals and 27 assists.
In Roe’s abscense Nick
Olsund replaced him in his
normal line position.
“I thought Ozzy (Nick

Oslund) when he stepped in
with me and (David) Eddy
played great,” Mosey said.
“He came in and it wasn’t
like we missed a step.”
The Huskies seemed to
pick up their play after Roe
left Friday.
“When Garrett Roe left
our motions picked up on
the bench,” Motzko said.
“They were kind of standing up--they had a lot more
emotion.”
Brendan Smith had the
puck when Roe dove into
the boards.
“It was just a weird
play,” Wisconsin defenseman Brendan Smith said. “It
was a desperation play on
his part and I wish that he is
okay.”
“We knew we had to
step up as a team,” SCSU
forward Tony Mosey said.
“We definitely responded
well.”
When Roe was deemed
unable to play Saturday, the
SCSU players knew that
they would have to step up
against North Dakota.
“I think we knew we

had to get out there and get
a good start, especially with
Garrett (Roe) not there,”
freshmen David Eddy said.
“Not having one of our
best players out there, we
knew we had to play well as
a team, ever line.”
Eddy stepped up big time
for the Huskies, scoring two
goals in the championship
against North Dakota.
Also scoring for the Huskies in the loss was senior
captain Garrett Raboin. He
gave a lot of credit to UND
for beating SCSU.
“For them to come and
do that at the end, that says a
lot about their guys,” Raboin
said. “It was a gutsy win by
them.”
Roe’s absence was filled
by Drew LeBlanc, who
moved up a line to take his
spot.
LeBlanc had two assists
in the championship game,
setting up David Eddy on
both of his goals.

ANDREW JACOBSON/ ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Junior Forward Garret Roe charging against the
Wisconsin Badgers in the Final Five Tournament on
Friday.
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Men’s Hockey

NCAA Regional, TBA
Baseball

Home vs. Mary

April 2
Softball

At Minnesota Duluth

April 3
Softball

At Bemidji State
Track

At Northern State Open
Baseball

At Minnesota Duluth

April 4
Baseball

At Minnesota Duluth

April 7
Softball

Home vs. Minnesota State

April 8
Men’s Hockey

NCAA Frozen Four

April 9
Baseball

April 10
Men’s Hockey

NCAA Frozen Four
Baseball
Track

At Jim Duncan Invite
Softball

Home vs. Minn. Crookston

April 14
Softball

At Minnesota State, (2)

April 15
Track

At Kansas Relays

April 16
Track

At Kansas Relays

April 17
Track

At Kansas Relays
Baseball

Home vs. Augustana

ANDREW JACOBSON/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Freshman goalie Mike Lee defending the goal in the WCHA Final Five championship game against North Dakota. Lee Stopped 23 of 27
UND shots before he was pulled for Dan Dunn in the second period.

Huskies fail to capture title
Lasch breaks
scoring record,
but Huskies fall
to UND 5-3
Tyler Ohmann
SPORTS	 EDITOR

As the buzzer sounded
Saturday, Ryan Lasch looked
like somebody had punched
him in the stomach.
The Huskies had just suffered a heartbreaking 5-3
loss in the WCHA Final Five
championship, in his last title
attempt.
The Huskies got there by
beating Wisconsin in a semifinal game Friday.

Friday: SCSU 2,
Wisconsin 0

Ryan Lasch wanted his
team to win on Friday, but
individual success was also
on the line for Lasch.
Entering the game he
stood just one point behind
SCSU’s career points leader
Jeff Saterdalen.
That was until the second
period on Friday against the
Wisconsin Badgers.
With the seconds dwindling on an SCSU power
play and the period, Lasch
pushed a goal past Badger
net-minder Scott Gudman-

son.
“It’s something special,
something you can look
back on,” Lasch said. “It was
a bigger thing that we won
today and get to play again
tomorrow at seven.”
Not only did the goal give
the Huskies a 1-0 lead and
tie Lasch with Saterdalen, it
was the eventual game-winner as the Huskies slid past
the Badger’s 2-0.
Assisting on the play
were Tony Mosey and Garrett Roe.
It was the first goal in a
sloppy first couple periods
that saw neither team gain an
advantage.
“The first two periods we
did not give up much at all,”
SCSU goaltender Mike Lee
said. “Playoffs come around
and teams tighten up defensively, we did, as did they,
and that is what we have to
expect from here on out.”
The first period yielded
nothing for either team, despite multiple power plays
for both teams.
Play stayed the same for
majority of the second period. Despite both teams having chances on power plays.
The Huskies got a big opportunity when the Badger’s
Cody Goloubef hit SCSU’s
Nick Oslund leaving him lay
on the ice for a couple minutes.
Oslund was able to get off

WCHA Final Five All-Tournament Team:
Player

Team

Goaltender:

Brad Eidsness

North Dakota

Defense:

Garrett Raboin

St. Cloud State

Defense:

Ben Blood

North Dakota

Forward:

Tony Mosey

St. Cloud State

Forward:

Chris VandeVelde

North Dakota

Forward:

Blake Geoffrion

Wisconsin

Most Valuable: Evan Trupp

under his own power, and the
play resulted in a five minute
major penalty for Goloubef.
However, the Huskies were
unable to capitalize.
“I guess he couldn’t right
away, but he was seeing
straight after that for sure,”
SCSU forward Tony Mosey
said about Oslund’s condition after the hit.
The Huskies were able
to score on the Lasch goal
at 19:07 on the power play
and it gave the Huskies the
lead heading into the third
period.
“Both goalies played
well,” Wisconsin head coach
Mike Eaves said. “They got
the goal and we didn’t, that’s
the difference in the game.”

North Dakota

Freshmen
goaltender
Mike Lee stopped 37 Badger shots, including 18 in the
third period.
SCSU had a scary moment in the third period as
scoring leader Garrett Roe
dove head first into the boards
trying to stop a mounting
Wisconsin offensive.
Roe was without a stick
and was using his body to try
and stop the puck when he
struck the boards head first.
He was carted off the ice on
a stretcher, but was able to
move his feet and hands.
“It was just a weird play,”
Wisconsin defenseman Brendan Smith said. “I hope he is
okay.”
“We knew we had to step

up as a team,” SCSU forward
Tony Mosey said. “We definitely responded well.”
There was no word after
the game on Roe’s official
condition. SCSU head coach
Bob Motzko said that he was
requesting to not be on the
stretcher, but that the medical staff erred on the side of
caution.
In the third period the
Huskies, behind a stout Mike
Lee, were able to withstand a
barrage of Badger bullets to
hold on and capture the 2-0
victory.
“He gets stronger as the
game goes,” Motzko said.
“We’ve seen this out of him
and I anticipate we will see it
more in the future.”
They received an empty
net goal with under a minute to go from Travis Novak.
Novak and teammate Tony
Mosey tussled with a group
of Badgers until Novak was
able to force it in the net.
“We’ve seen everything
in this tournament,” Motzko
said about their potential
match-up tomorrow. “It’s
going to be a battle.”
The last time the Huskies
won the WCHA Final Five
was in 2001. That team consisted of Husky greats Mark
Hartigan, Ryan Malone and
Joe Motzko.
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